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Abstract
Nowadays, Multi-GHz analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are becoming more
and more popular in radar systems, software-defined radio (SDR) and wideband
communications, because they can realize much higher operation speed through
using many interleaved sub-ADCs to relax ADC sampling rates. Although the
time interleaved ADC has some issues such as gain mismatch, offset mismatch and
timing skew between each ADC channel, these deterministic errors can be solved
by previous works such as digital calibration technique. However, time-interleaved
ADCs require a precise sample clock to achieve an acceptable effective-number-
of-bits (ENOB) which can be degraded by jitter in the sample clock. The clock
generation circuits presented in this work achieves sub-picosecond jitter performance
in 180nm CMOS which is suitable for time-interleaved ADC.
Two different test chips were fabricated in 180nm CMOS to investigate the low
jitter design technique. The low jitter delay line in two chips were designed in two
different ways, but both of them utilized the low jitter design technique. In first test
chip, the measured RMS jitter is 0.1061ps for each delay stage. The second chip
uses the proposed low jitter Delay-Locked Loop can work from 80MHz to 120MHz,
which means it can provide the time interleaved ADC with 2.4GHz to 3.6GHz low
jitter sample clock, the measured delay stage jitter performance in second test chip
is 0.1085ps.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Scaling of CMOS Integrated Circuit (IC) technology into nanometer scale gate di-
mensions has enabled dramatic improvement in cost, performance, and levels of
system integration. For analog functions, scaling can be a mixed blessing: cost is
improved due to reduced die area but analog performance is often degraded [1].
Despite the performance challenges, the cost advantages of integrating systems in
nanometer CMOS have motivated a wide variety of work in analog and mixed signal
design.
Recently, advanced CMOS direct radio frequency (RF) sampling analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) [2] have been widely used in radar systems, software-defined ra-
dio (SDR), wideband communications, etc. Unlike the traditional intermediate fre-
quency (IF) sampling, which downconverts the RF signal directly to baseband to
relax ADC sampling rates, RF sampling ADC (shown in Fig 1.1) can convert the
incoming high frequency analog signal directly into the digital domain. By using
this method, the IF stage is removed to reduce power consumption and printed cir-
1
Figure 1.1: Traditional IF Sampling vs RF Sampling
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cuit board (PCB) area, this is one of the main example applications of RF ADC.
Because RF applications require high speed and moderate resolution data conver-
sion, time-interleaved ADCs [3–18] are an attractive solution for RF sampling due
to better power efficiency and low frequency sample clock, and can achieve a high
sampling rate through multiple sub-ADCs operating at a lower sampling rate [19].
However, time-interleaved ADCs require a precise sample clock to achieve an
acceptable effective-number-of-bits (ENOB) which can be degraded by jitter in the
sample clock. generating a low-cost, low-jitter sample clock is a challenge for circuit
designers. Although several ADCs [20–22] published to date can achieve acceptable
performance with calibration of systematic clock phase mismatch [23], these work do
not address the challenge to generate a precise sample clock for interleaved ADCs.
ADC performance can be characterized by ENOB, which is determined by the
observed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the frequency domain (FFT) ADC output
ENOB =
SNR− 1.76dB
6.02dB
(1.1)
with SNR in dB. The SNR impact of a sample clock jitter σJ with a full-scale
sinusoidal input at frequency fSIG is given by [24]
SNR = 20 log
(
1
2pifSIGσJ
)
(1.2)
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) determine the required sampling clock uniformity nec-
essary to achieve a desired ENOB. Note that ENOB can be degraded by either
systematic clock errors (leading to spurs in the FFT) or random clock jitter (lead-
ing to increased noise floor in the FFT).
Phase-Locked-Loops (PLLs) and Delay-Locked-Loops (DLLs) have been widely
used to generate and recover the clock in communication integrated circuits. Al-
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though PLLs are preferred for applications such as frequency synthesis, the DLL is
an attractive option for clock phase generation because of
• its better jitter performance since the DLL avoids the jitter accumulation [28]
characteristic of the PLL, and
• the unconditional stability [29] of the DLL feedback loop which has first order
loop characteristics.
The main disadvantage of DLL for generating the ADCs sample clock is the
nonuniformity of the sample clocks due to systematic mismatch in the DLL phase
delays. The systematic mismatch can lead to spurs in the FFT, degrading SNR.
Deterministic errors can be removed through calibration techniques such as “split
ADC” architecture [5] which can be used to provide all-digital background calibra-
tion of aperture delay mismatch errors, thus making it possible to apply the low
jitter DLL to generate the interleaved ADC sampling clocks.
In order to design a Delay-Locked Loop which is suitable for time interleaved
ADC, two test chips were designed and fabricated. Because time interleaved ADC
requires low jitter sample clock, the first chip was designed to investigate the low
jitter theory, a low jitter delay line was fabricated and evaluated to prove the jitter
theory. Based on the measured results of the first chip, the proposed low jitter
Delay-Locked Loop was designed on the second chip to generate the sample clock
of time interleaved ADC.
1.2 Contribution Overview
This work has investigated the jitter theory and proved a low-cost low-complexity
way to generate sub-picosecond jitter clocks for time interleaved ADC. The RF
4
applications which require high speed and moderate resolution data conversion, the
time interleaved ADC is an attractive solution for the RF sampling due to its power
efficiency and low frequency sample clock. This work provided a new way to generate
the low jitter low frequency sample clock for the time interleaved ADCs.
In paper [24], the idea of investigating the low jitter theory has been presented,
and the preliminary design has been proposed, some simulations have also been
proposed. In this paper, the importance of the low jitter clock for time interleaved
ADC has been prove from some simulations.
In order to investigate the low jitter theory, a low jitter delay line has been
designed and fabricated. Paper [25] presented a design technique using a digitally-
controlled delay line for the generation of sub-picosecond jitter ADC sampling clock
phases from a low-cost low-frequency clock source. The measured results demon-
strated the propagation delay and low jitter theory in the proposed delay line, this
chip was an exploration for the low jitter clock design in the future.
Based on the results from work in [25], a low jitter delay locked loop was designed
and simulated in paper [26]. In this paper, the new digital Delay-Locked Loop was
proposed including the Bang-Bang phase detection, probability computing theory
and new digital system architecture. This new digital architecture focused on the
low jitter clock generation design.
According to the work results in [26], a new low jitter Delay-Locked Loop was
designed and fabricated in 180nm CMOS, this work has some improvements based on
the work in [26], including the ultra low jitter bang-bang phase detector, more digital
modes in digital system and some changes in the delay line. The publication [27]
of this work is in preparation. In order to investigate the jitter theory in Delay-
Locked Loop, there are auto/manual modes in the digital system, which is suitable
for the jitter measurement. Moreover, there are varactors at the output of each
5
delay stage which can be used to prove the jitter theory. Dummy stages also put in
the delay line in order to have matched output load. The chip measurement results
proves that the proposed Delay-Locked Loop is an attractive solution the low-cost
low-complexity ultra low jitter clock generation.
Besides the work mentioned above, the author have also finished other projects
and have some publications listed below:
• J. Gong and J. A. McNeill, “Sub-Picosecond-Jitter Clock Generation for In-
terleaved ADC,” 2015 IEEE Conference on PhD Research in Microelectronics
(PRIME2015), Glasgow, Scotland, June 2015.
• J. Gong, S. Li, J. A. McNeill, “Sub-Picosecond-Jitter Clock Generation for
Interleaved ADC with Delay-Locked-Loop in 28nm CMOS,” IEEE 2016 Int’l
Symposium on Circuits and Systems(ISCAS 2016), Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
May 2016.
• J.McNeill, J.Gong, R.Majidi.,“Design of a Sub-Picosecond-Jitter Delay-Lock-
Loop for Interleaved ADC Sample Clock Synthesis,” IEEE International Mid-
west Symposium on Circuits and Systems, pp. 1854-1865, Aug, 2012.
• S. Li, J. Gong, J. McNeill, “VCO-Based ADC With Digital Background Cal-
ibration in 65nm CMOS,” 2018 16th IEEE International New Circuits and
Systems Conference (NEWCAS), Montreal, QC, Canada
• J. McNeill, R. Majidi, J. Gong, C. Liu, “Lookup-table-based background lin-
earization for VCO-based ADCs,” Proceedings of the IEEE 2014 Custom In-
tegrated Circuits Conference, San Jose, CA, USA
• J. Gong, Y. Kim, F. Lombardi, J. Han “Hardening a memory cell for low power
operation by gate leakage reduction,” 2012 IEEE International Symposium
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on Defect and Fault Tolerance in VLSI and Nanotechnology Systems (DFT),
Austin, TX, USA
• J. McNeill, R. Majidi, J. Gong “Split ADC Background Linearization of VCO-
Based ADCs,” IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems I: Regular Papers,
vol. 62, no. 1, pp. 49-58, Oct 2014.
• J. Gong, S. Li, J. McNeill “Sub-Picosecond Jitter Clock Generation for Inter-
leaved ADC,” Applied Sciences, In preparation.
1.3 Dissertation Organization
The following chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows: Chapter 2 will
introduce some background knowledge which is related to this dissertation; different
kinds of jitter and the relationship between jitter and propagation delay will be
defined. Chapter 3 will illustrate the design details of the low jitter delay-line chip
design. Chapter 4 will discuss the measurement results of the low jitter delay-line
chip. According to the results from Chapter 4, the low jitter Delay-Locked Loop is
designed in Chapter 5, and Chapter 5 will show the details of the design technique,
probability theory behind the design, and digital system. Chapter 6 will discuss the
measurement results of the low jitter Delay-Locked Loop. Chapter 7 summarizes
and concludes this dissertation and proposes directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Clock Jitter
Jitter is a time variant noise component that impacts the phase of a signal. The
clock jitters are considered as small random errors [33]. There are two broad cate-
gories of jitter: random jitter (RJ) and deterministic jitter (DJ) [37]. Fig 2.1 shows
the jitter component classification tree [30]. It can be seen that the random jitter is
unbounded and deterministic jitter is bounded. The deterministic jitter can be fur-
ther categorized into data-dependent jitter (DDj), Periodic jitter (Pj), and bounded
uncorrelated to data jitter (BUJ). Jitter is the definition which is used to quantify
the signal error in time domain; in frequency domain, phase noise is used to quantify
the random fluctuations in the phase of a waveform. Fig 2.2 shows the jitter in time
domain and Fig 2.3 shows the phase noise in frequency domain. In the figure, A(t)
is the random amplitude change and ϕ (t) is the random phase change. In Fig 2.2,
it can be seen that the clock cycle of a perfect clock is always the same. However,
in the real world, the perfect clock does not exist and there is always jitter in the
real world clock. Because of the existence of the jitter, every clock cycle is different
8
Figure 2.1: Jitter Component Classification Tree
Figure 2.2: Jitter in Time Domain
from others; In Fig 2.2, T0 and T1 are different due to jitter. In Fig 2.3, it can be
seen that the power of a perfect sinusoidal signal will be at one specific frequency;
however, in Fig 2.3 due to the jitter, the frequency spectrum plot is a real sinusoidal
clock with carrier frequency FC plus sideband offset noise frequencies. It means that
sometimes the clock will have a slightly larger frequency and sometimes the clock
9
Figure 2.3: Jitter in Frequency Domain - Phase Noise
will have a slightly lower frequency. The small changes in frequency appear as phase
shifts in the clock waveform, hence the name phase noise [86].
2.1.1 Random Jitter
Random jitter follows the Gaussian Distribution [34, 44, 45] and its instantaneous
noise value is mathematically unbounded. The random jitter is primarily caused by
thermal noise [31] and shot noise [32]. From Fig 2.4, it can be seen that the two
tails of the Gaussian Distribution curve is very close to zero, but it will never fully
reach zero, that is why the random jitter is unbounded, however the probability
of a very large amount of random jitter on a given clock transition is very small,
for example, from the Gaussian distribution, the probability of the jitter which is
10
Figure 2.4: Normal Distribution of Random Jitter: probability of a large amount of
random jitter is small, but not zero.
seven times of the standard deviation is one in a trillion. Moreover, the random
jitter due to white noise on a given clock transition is not related to the previous
clock transition, it means that in an electronic circuit, for example, the delay line
of a Delay-Lock Loop, the random jitter due to white noise in each delay stage is
uncorrelated to the signal from previous delay stage.
2.1.2 Deterministic Jitter
Deterministic jitter is not random and it is not intrinsic to every system. Deter-
ministic jitter can be calculated from a complete understanding of the circuit and
its environment, so it is predictable and reproducible, and it is usually measured in
terms of a peak-to-peak value. Unlike the random jitter which is Gaussian in nature
and unbounded, the deterministic jitter is bounded with minimum and maximum
value. Deterministic jitter can be further categorized into data-dependent jitter
(DDj), Periodic jitter (Pj), and bounded uncorrelated to data jitter (BUJ) (e.g.,
11
Figure 2.5: Inter Symbol Interference Example
crosstalk jitter or sinusoidal jitter) [42,43].
Data dependent jitter is the signal variation which is caused by the changing of
transmitted data pattern. For example, when the jitter of a rising edge of a clock
which follows a sequence of bits, e.g., 11110000, differs from the jitter of rising edge
of a clock which follows a different sequence of bits, e.g., 11001100, then this jitter
is called data-dependent jitter. Data Dependent Jitter is caused primarily by phase
errors in serialization clocks, channel filtering crosstalk, resistance and frequency
response of the transmission path, and asymmetries in the rising end falling edges
of the transmitted signal [38].
The data dependent jitter can be further categorized into Inter Symbol Interfer-
ence (ISI) and Duty Cycle Distortion (DCD). Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) is the
primary cause of data dependent jitter (DDj) and the situation is complicated by
the correlation of Inter Symbol Interference and Duty Cycle Distortion [38]. The
Inter Symbol Interference is usually due to the bandwidth limitation problem in
either the transmitter or physical media; or caused by improper impedance termi-
nation [39]. Fig 2.5 shows an example of Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). In the
Figure, if the data is 01010101, then after a long RC signal path, the data can also
be 01010101, because the data can just cross the logic threshold voltage (half of
12
Figure 2.6: Duty Cycle Distortion Example
the high voltage), the final value does not need to reach the high voltage and low
voltage, when the value can cross the logic threshold voltage, the logic value can be
determined. However, if the data is 00001011, when the data pass a long RC signal
path, the data logic value may be read incorrectly. Because there is a long string of
identical bits 0, after a long RC data pass, the data can reach the low voltage rail
value, if there is a logic 1 following the long string of 1s, there is no enough time for
the signal to cross the logic threshold value, so the data 00001011 could be read as
10000001 when the data pass the long RC data path. The Duty Cycle Distortion
(DCD) is is a measure of the asymmetry in the duty cycle of the transmitter [38].
Fig 2.6 shows the example of duty cycle distortion. In the Figure, the width of logic
1 in string 0001000 is different from the width of logic 0 in string 1110111. The
duty cycle distortion will cause the clock rising edge and falling edge displacement,
which may lead to digital circuit timing error.
Periodic jitter is caused by clocks or other periodic sources that can modulate the
transmitted edges, usually it is due to crosstalk between neighboring lines resulting
in bounded uncorrelated jitter in the data eye [35], so the periodic jitter is very easy
13
Figure 2.7: Schematic of Inverter
to be measured accurately and appears in the jitter - frequency spectrum as distinct
peaks.
2.2 Propagation Delay
Fig 2.7 shows the schematic of a typical inverter, CL is the load capacitance of the
inverter, the CL is the combination of the parasitic capacitance of PMOS and NMOS
transistor, the capacitance between inverter output metal wire and ground, and the
load capacitance which is from the next following circuit of the inverter.
In Fig 2.7, rising edge dV/dt is determined by available charging current ID,P1,
the available drain current from PMOS device P1. Similarly, falling edge dV/dt is
determined by available discharging current ID,N1 from NMOS device N1. Fig 2.8
shows the definition of propagation delay. The Low-to-High delay TPLH and High-
to-Low delay TPHL are defined as the time difference between the inverter input and
output signal when the signal voltage is 50% of the power supply. The propagation
delay of an inverter is the average value of the Low-to-High delay and High-to-Low
delay. Using the simplified propagation delay expressions in [87], we have
14
Figure 2.8: Propagation Delay of Inverter
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TPLH ≈ CLVDD
2ID,P1
(2.1)
and
TPHL ≈ CLVDD
2ID,N1
(2.2)
to simplify the equation, we have used Ipeak = ID,N1 = ID,P1 and Ipeak is the
peak current of the ID,N1 and ID,P1. So we can have
tPD =
tPHL + tPLH
2
=
CLVDD
2Ipeak
(2.3)
where CL is load capacitance, CL=ID/(dV/dt). In the analysis above, the load
capacitance CL is assumed identical in low-to-high and high-to-low transitions.
2.3 Figure of Merit κ
In [87] the jitter contribution of a noise source was described by the Figure of Merit
κ. κ is the proportionality constant observed between the jitter standard deviation
σ and the square root of delay time ∆T:
σ∆T = κ
√
∆T (2.4)
The jitter in equation (2.4) is the sum of individual gate jitter errors. If the jitter
of each gate is uncorrelated then equation (2.4) can also be used for the single gate
delay Td and the corresponding RMS jitter σt:
σt = κ
√
Td (2.5)
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Figure 2.9: noise waveform of inverter
2.4 The impact of Peak Current on Clock Jitter
In a traditional ring oscillator, each delay stage is an inverter. In an inverter, any
source of noise can affect its propagation delay and contribute the jitter to the
inverter output. In the analysis of inverter noise, the noise comes from two sources:
(1) the total of any resistive loading which is represented by RL. (2) the current
noise of switching element which is represented by in(SW ). Fig 2.9 shows the noise
waveform of the inverter.
2.4.1 Load Element Noise
Fig 2.10 shows the load resistance model of a single ended inverter. To analyze the
jitter of the single ended inverter, we simplify that:
• the gate delay Td occurs at the logic threshold VDD/2
17
Figure 2.10: Load resistance noise model of single ended inverter
• the NMOS device NM1 turns on in the saturation region and the drain current
can reach the maximum value iD1=IPK immediately.
• the total capacitive load at output is CL, the total resistive load is RL
So we can get:
VOUT (t) = VDD/2 = VDD − IPKRL
[
1− eTd/RLCL] (2.6)
From the equation above:
Td ≈ CLVDD
2IPK
(2.7)
The slope of VOUT can be found by taking the time derivative of equation (2.6):
S (t) =
dv
dt
= −IPK
CL
e−t/RLCL (2.8)
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Substituting equation (2.8) into equation (2.7):
S (Td) = −IPK
CL
e−Td/RLCL = −IPK
CL
e−VDD/2IPKRL ≈ −IPK
CL
(2.9)
The output voltage noise from resistive load RL is:
σv =
√
kT/CL (2.10)
Then we can get the jitter σt:
σt =
σv
S(Td)
=
√
kTCL
I2PK
(2.11)
From equation (2.5) and equation (2.11):
κ =
√
2
√
kT
IPKVDD
(2.12)
2.4.2 Switching Element Noise
Fig 2.11 shows the switching element noise model of a single ended inverter. The
transistor N1 is modeled as an ideal noise free current source of value IPK in parallel
with a noise source in(SW ). From [87], the current noise source can be modeled as
a series of pulses of duration dt. The RMS amplitude of the current pulses is given
by
σin =
in(SW )√
2dt
(2.13)
so the standard deviation of the corresponding amount of charge is
σq = σindt =
in(SW )√
2
√
dt (2.14)
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Figure 2.11: Switching element noise model of single ended inverter
To simplify, we assume that all charge is stored on the load capacitor CL without
loss from discharge through resistive load RL, then the variance of the total charge
is the sum of the individual variances. The special interest is the point at which the
output voltage reaches the midpoint, this point is the switching threshold which is
used to define the propagation delay, so the total charge integrated when the output
voltage reaches the switching threshold VDD/2 at time t = Td in Fig 2.9 is given by
σ2q(TOTAL·) =
∫ Td
0
i2n(SW )
2
dt =
i2n(SW )
2
Td (2.15)
From the equation 2.7
Td ≈ CLVDD
2IPK
(2.16)
Substituting equation 2.16 into equation 2.15
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σ2q(TOTAL) =
i2n(SW )
2
CLVDD
2IPK
(2.17)
The RMS standard deviation of charge is
σq(TOTAL) =
in(SW )
2
√
CLVDD
IPK
(2.18)
The special interest is the point at which the VOUT is crossing the threshold at
time Td in Fig 2.9, the voltage standard deviation at this point is
σv(Td) =
σq(TOTAL)
CL
=
in(SW )
2
√
VDD
IPKCL
(2.19)
So the jitter σt is given by dividing the voltage standard deviation by slope S
σt =
σv(Td)
S
=
in(SW )
2
√
VDD
IPK · CL
CL
IPK
=
in(SW )
2
√
VDDCL
I3PK
(2.20)
So κ is given by
κ =
σt√
Td
=
in(SW )
2
√
VDDCL
I3PK
√
2IPK
VDDCL
=
1√
2
in(SW )
IPK
(2.21)
According to [46],
in(s) =
√
4kTγgm0 (2.22)
Where coefficient γ is 2/3 for long channel MOS devices and may need to be
replaced by a larger value for submicron MOSFETs [47].
Substituting equation (2.23) into equation (2.21)
κ =
√
2kTγgm0
I2PK
(2.23)
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From equation (2.23), it can be seen that jitter will decrease when IPK increase
for a given propagation delay. It can also be seen that γ will be different for long
channel and short channel device.
• For long channel case, γ = 2/3 and
gm0 =
2IPK
VDD − Vt (2.24)
where Vt is the MOS threshold voltage and we assume that the gate is driven
with a full swing input VGS=VDD, substitute equation (2.24) into equation
(2.23), we have
κ =
√
8
3
√
kT
IPK (VDD − Vt) (2.25)
• For short channel case, γ > 2/3. Moreover, due to velocity saturation, the
expression for gm is also different. For current, according to [48]
IPK = vsatCox (VGS − Vt) (2.26)
where vsat is the saturated carrier velocity, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance
per unit area, and W is the effect channel width of the MOSFET. Given this
expression for IPK , gm0 is given by
gm0 = vsatCoxW (2.27)
we assume that the gate is driven with a full swing input VGS=VDD, substi-
tuting equation (2.26) and equation (2.27) into equation (2.23) gives
κ =
√
2γ
√
kT
IPK (VDD − Vt) (2.28)
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2.5 Clock Generation
One of the critical tasks in designing a Time-Interleaved ADC is getting the low
jitter time-interleaved clocks for sub-ADCs, because the clock of last sub-ADC in
the Time-Interleaved ADC should be properly aligned to the ADC reference clock.
Clock alignment is usually done using a feedback system that controls the phase.
Moreover, the phase difference between each two adjacent sub-ADCs’ clock should be
the same, phase locked loop and Delay-Locked Loop are good candidates to generate
the clocks for time interleaved ADC, because both Voltage Controlled Oscillator in
Phase Locked Loop or Voltage Controlled Delay Line in Delay-Locked Loop can be
designed using current starved inverter connecting in series, then the circuit in each
stage can be the same.
2.5.1 Phase-Locked Loop
Phase-Locked Loop is a feedback system that generates an output signal whose phase
is related to the phase of an input signal [46], this feedback system can compare
the output phase with the input phase. There are many previous work [49–67] that
are presented in this Phase Locked Loop related topics. In Figure 2.12, it can be
seen that the input reference clock and PLL output clock are two inputs of the
Phase Detector, the phase detector will compare the phase difference between two
signals, the output of phase detector will drive the charge pump and generate the
control voltage through loop filter. The voltage controlled oscillator will change the
frequency when control voltage change. The frequency divider is optional, if we
want a higher output frequency, then the frequency divider can be used.
From Figure 2.12, the impedance of the loop filter can be written as:
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Figure 2.12: Block Diagram of Phase Locked Loop
Z (s) =
sRC + 1
s (sCpCR + Cp + C)
(2.29)
If the frequency divider can divide the frequency by N, the transfer function of
the Phase Locked Loop can be written as:
Hφ (s) =
Kp · Z (s) · Kv
s
1 +
1
N
Kp · Z (s) · Kv
s
(2.30)
where Z (s) is the impedance of the loop filter.
Phase-Locked Loop is an second or third order loop which may has stability
issue; Moreover, Phase-Locked Loop will accumulate phase error.
2.5.2 Delay-Locked Loop
Delay-Locked Loop [59, 68–78] is a feedback system that generates output signals
whose phase is delayed comparing to the input reference clock phase. The main
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Figure 2.13: Block Diagram of Delay Locked Loop
difference from the PLL is the absence of voltage controlled oscillator and replaced
by a voltage controlled delay line. In the Delay-Locked Loop, there is no frequency
divider and the loop filter can be a capacitor.
Figure 2.13 shows the block diagram of a traditional Delay-Locked Loop. The
phase detector detects the phase difference between reference clock and DLL output
clock, then this phase difference will generate a control voltage through the charge
pump and loop filter. The Voltage Controlled Delay Line can change the delay when
the control voltage change, then this output voltage will be sent back to the phase
detector until the last output in the delay line has the same phase with the reference
clock.
From Figure 2.13, the transfer function of the Delay-Locked Loop can be written
as:
H (s) =
KpKv
1
sC
1 +KpKv
1
sC
(2.31)
From equation (2.31), it can be seen that Delay-Locked Loop is a first order
loop which is inherently stable; Moreover, Delay-Locked Loop does not accumulate
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jitter.
2.6 Time Interleaved ADC
Figure 2.14: System Block of Time Interleaved ADC
Time-interleaved analog-to-digital converters [79–84] is a way to increase the
overall system sample rate by using multiple identical ADCs in parallel. Fig 2.14
shows the system block of a 30-stage Time-Interleaved ADC, the reason for 30 stages
will be explained in Chapter 5. Ideally the ADC clocks for the sub-ADCs have the
same propagation delay between their adjacent clocks. In the time interleaved ADC,
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each ADC works at a lower sample rate, so if there are N sub-ADCs in the Time-
Interleaved ADC, the Time-Interleaved ADC sampling rate is N times faster than
each sub-ADC.
In Fig 2.15, if there are N sub-ADCs, and the given ADC has the continuous time
input signal x(t) and the discrete time output signal y[n], the total sampling period
of the time-interleaved ADC Ttotal should be N · Tsub, where Tsub is the sampling
period of each sub-ADC. So from the time interleaved ADC model in [85], the ith
sub-ADC, where i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, has the sampling edges at
ti [n] = nTtotal + iTsub
= (nN + i) · Tsub
(2.32)
From Fig 2.15 it can be seen that the input signal is uniformly sampled and the
sample edge of each two consecutive clocks are offset by Tsub, so the output of the
ith sub-ADC can be written as
yi [n] = x (ti [n])
= x ((nN + i) · Tsub)
(2.33)
Because the final ADC output is generated through choosing different sub-ADC’s
output, according to equation 2.33, the final ADC output yi (n) can be derived as
y [n] = yi
[
n− i
N
]
where i = n mod N (2.34)
Define Yi [n] as the sub-ADC output yi [n] upsampled by N, then
Yi [n] =

yi
[
n− 1
N
]
if
n− i
N
is an integer
0 else
(2.35)
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Figure 2.15: Example of Time Interleaved ADC. The sample rate of each sub ADC
is fs/N , the final sampling rate of the time interleaved ADC is fs. In the example,
N = 4
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equation 2.35 can be simplified by using
δi [n] =
∞∑
k=−∞
f [n− kN − i] (2.36)
So the sub-ADC output can be expressed as
Yi (n) = x (nTsub) · δ [n] (2.37)
Thus, the time-interleaved ADC output y [n] in equation 2.34 can be written as
y [n] =
N−1∑
i=0
Yi [n] (2.38)
From equation (2.38), it can be seen that, the output of an ideal time-interleaved
ADC can also be expressed as
y [n] = x (nTsub) (2.39)
This is the expected result from the beginning of this section.
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Chapter 3
Low Jitter Delay-Line Chip
Implementation
In this chapter, the design of the low jitter delay line is presented. The 10-stage,
ultra low jitter voltage controlled delay line was implemented in 180nm IBM cmrf7sf
CMOS technology to investigate the low jitter theory in [87]. In accordance with
the jitter theory which is presented in [87], the transistors in the delay line are
designed to achieve a peak current of 8.2 mA and the delay line can can provide
a current step LSB of 1 µA. The input control of the delay line is a binary digital
number, these input signals connect to the DAC in the delay line. These DACs are
binary-weighted sized transistors which are connected in parallel. The target jitter
performance of the delay line is 0.1 psec.
3.1 System Overview
Fig 3.1 shows the system diagram of the low jitter delay line test chip design. In
the delay line, there are 10 delay stages. Each delay element in the delay line is
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Figure 3.1: System design of the test chip
a pseudo-differential current-starved analog delay stage, so there are two current
starved inverters in parallel. Because there are limited number of bond pads, a 20-
to-2 multiplexer was used to choose the output of the delay line, so only two bonds
are needed to test all 10 delay stages’ outputs.
Table 3.1: Pin Description of The Test Chip
Pin Name Input / Output Analog / Digital Pin Description
DLLVDD Input Analog Power Supply for Delay Line, 1.8v
DLLVSS Input Analog Power Supply for Delay Line, 0v
VDD! Input Analog Power Supply for Digital Logic, 1.8v
GND! Input Analog Power Supply for Digital Logic, 0v
IVDD Input Analog Power Supply for Analog Buffer, 1.8v
IVSS Input Analog Power Supply for Analog Buffer, 0v
DLLCLK Input Digital Delay Line Input Clock
DLLCLKBAR Input Digital Delay Lline Input Clock Bar
MUX Output Digital Multiplexer Output
MUXBAR Output Digital Multiplexer Output Bar
SHIFTRESET Input Digital Reset signal for digital shift register
ENABLE Input Digital Enable signal for digital shift register
SI Input Digital Digital shift register serial input data
SHIFTCLK Input Digital Shift Register Clock
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Table 3.1 lists the pin descriptions of the designed test chip. Because the low
jitter delay line power needs to be measured to explore the jitter theory in [87], the
delay line has its own power supply DLLVDD and DLLVSS, separate from VDD!
and GND! which are used by other parts of the circuit. There are 14 pins in total
for the design test low jitter delay line, OUT and OUT are output pins which are
used to choose the differential output clock from OUT1 to OUT10 in Fig 3.1.
Figure 3.2: Digital control block diagram of chip
Fig 3.2 shows the digital control block diagram of the designed chip. There is a
17 bit shift register which are used to control the mux input and delay line control
DAC. Bit 0 to Bit 3 are connected to the multiplexer. There is a binary to one-
hot code decoder in the MUX block, so only one delay line output pair (OUT and
OUT BAR) can be selected each time. Bit 4 to Bit 16 of the shift register are used
to control the delay of the delay line, because there is a 13 Bit DAC in each delay
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stage, the serial input can be connected directly to the DAC input. The detail of
the delay stage will be explained in Section 3.2.
Fig 3.3 shows the chip layout of the low jitter delay line. The total size of the
chip is 1.5mm x 1.5mm. Fig 3.4 is a magnified view of the delay line layout, showing
the detail of the 10 stages in the delay line. The dimensions of the delay line are
948µm x 109µm.
Figure 3.3: Layout of the Low jitter Delay Line
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Figure 3.4: Zoom in layout of the delay line
3.2 Digital Controlled Delay Cell
Each delay stage of the delay line shown in Fig 3.1 is a pseudo-differential delay stage.
Fig 3.5 shows the block diagram of each delay stage. Two delay cells are connected
to CLKi and CLKi respectively, the stage delay is set by digital control of the peak
current iSW available for the gate output transition. Two smaller sized, fixed current,
cross coupled inverters connect to the outputs of the two delay cells to reinforce
a 180o phase relationship at the pseudo-differential outputs. Because the jitter
will accumulate in each delay stage, with using the pseudo-differential architecture,
the total number of delay stages are decreased to half, the jitter performance will
improve. Moreover, the propagation delay of the delay line will decrease by half,
the input frequency of delay line can be doubled.
The schematic of each delay cell is shown in Fig 3.6. The source current of
the inverter PMOS/NMOS is controlled by a current source DAC. The DAC input
control is a digital code which is from the shift register. Transistor sizing for the
DAC is designed to provide a current step LSB of 1 µA, which corresponds to
approximately 0.1 ps step resolution for the delay line. The required maximum
current range of at least 4.5 mA from the DAC results from the jitter theory in [87],
which is covered in more detail in Section 2.4. To explore the design space of the
chip, more transistors are used to exceed the design requirement. The designed
circuit in Fig 3.6 can achieve a maximum current of 8.2 mA. So when the 13 bit
digital control input are all ones, the IPEAK of the source current is 8.2 mA. These
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values for IMIN and IMAX result in the DAC resolution of 13 bits.
Figure 3.5: Schematic of Single Delay Stage.
Figure 3.6: Schematic of Single Delay Cell.
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3.2.1 Propagation Delay
Fig 3.6 also shows a simple delay model of each current starved delay stage of the
delay line. In this model, according to Section 2.2, the simplified propagation delay
expression is
tPD ≈ CLVDD
2Ipeak
(3.1)
where Ipeak is the peak current of the drain current P1 and N1. From (3.1) we
see that (to first order) the gate propagation delay is inversely proportional to the
available current iSW as controlled by the DAC.
3.2.2 Jitter in Delay Line
According to the theory in [87], as jitter accumulates in the DLL delay line the RMS
jitter increases proportional to the square root of delay ∆T and can be characterized
by a figure of merit κ:
σ∆T = κ
√
∆T (3.2)
given independent jitter errors in each stage. For an individual delay stage with
delay ∆T = tPD, (2.5) gives for the individual stage jitter σstage
σstage = κ
√
tPD (3.3)
In the proposed delay line, there are 10 delay stages, and different jitter will be
observed at each output. The jitter at output 1 will be a combination of contri-
butions from the original input σinput and the jitter contributed by stage 1 σstage1.
Since these are independent, they will add in RMS fashion. Generalizing, the jitter
of the nth output is given by
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σout(n) =
√
σ2input + σ
2
stage1 + ......+ σ
2
stage(n) (3.4)
Because the delay stages in the delay line are all the same, we assume the magnitude
of the jitter contributed by each to be the same, so we can infer each stage jitter to
be:
σstage =
√
1
10
(
σ2out10 − σ2input
)
(3.5)
For a total added jitter less than 1 psec from σinput to σout10, (3.5) implies σstage
is less than 0.32 psec RMS. From (3.3), this gives a required κ = 3.2E− 8√sec with
tPD = 100 psec.
And the total jitter of ten stages is:
σtotal =
√
10
9
(σ2out10 − σ2out1) (3.6)
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Chapter 4
Low Jitter Delay-Line Chip
Testing and Analysis
4.1 Evaluation Board Design
Figure 4.1: System Level Printed Circuit Board Design
Fig 4.1 shows the system level design of printed circuit board (PCB) for evaluat-
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ing of the test chip. In the circuit, the signal generator is a crystal oscillator which
generates a very stable and low jitter clock. A transformer is used to convert the sin-
gle ended signal from the crystal oscillator into the differential clocks for DLLCLK
and DLLCLK bar. This is required because of the pseudo differential architecture
in the delay line. The center tap of the transformer connected to a 0.9 v voltage
source to give a reference for the differential clocks. The 1.8 v power supply of the
chip is generated by a linear regulator with low dropout voltage. The output of the
Figure 4.2: Photo of the PCB
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the regulator on PCB (resistor unit is Ohm, capacitor unit
is Farad)
chip connect to SMA connectors which were connected to a sampling oscilloscope
during testing.
Fig 4.2 shows the photo of the PCB which is used to evaluate the test chip.
Since there is another ADC project on this chip, some circuits on the PCB are used
to deactivate the other ADC and eliminate unwanted interference while evaluating
the low jitter delay line.
In order to avoid signal reflection, 50 Ω resistors are used for impedance matching
of high speed signals. For an ultra low jitter delay line, the clock distribution
circuitry should be placed as close as possible to the delay line input, to help prevent
clock jitter degradation. PCB trace dimensions (length, width, and depth) affect
the characteristic impedance (Z0) of the trace; therefore the output impedance of
high speed signals must be matched to the characteristic impedance of the traces.
Fig 4.3 shows the schematic of the regulator with low dropout voltage. The
regulator chip is LT3080. A 3-pin jumper is placed on the board that allows selection
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between the regulated voltage and direct voltage from an off board power supply.
A potentiometer is used to generate different value of the regulated voltage.
Figure 4.4: Schematic of the 0.9v reference voltage generation circuit
Figure 4.5: Chip Micrograph of Low Jitter Delay Line.
Fig 4.4 shows the schematic of the 0.9 v reference voltage generation circuit for
the center tap of the transformer to generate a differential clock for the delay line.
A potentiometer is used to generate the voltage , and a buffer is used followed a low
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Figure 4.6: Propagation Delay of the Delay Line
pass filter to suppress the noise of the reference voltage.
The proposed low-jitter delay line was fabricated in a 0.18 µm CMOS process,
The die photo is shown in Fig 4.5. The size of the low jitter delay line is 948 um x
109 um. Since the test chip did not integrate the interleaved ADCs, the quality of
the stage clocks was measured using a multiplexer.
4.2 Measured Results - Propagation Delay
Fig 4.6 shows the measured propagation delay of the delay line. Over the full range
of the DAC control word, tPD varies from 22.2 ns to 0.6 ns. Fig 4.6 shows good
agreement between the measured delay and predicted delay from equation (3.1)
using an effective load capacitance of CL = 58.3fF . Ideally, under this range of
propagation delay, a DLL with the proposed delay line can lock the clock from
50MHz to 1.6GHz. However, the 180nm CMOS will limit the speed of switching.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Propagation delay of each stage (nCTL = 1024) (b) Nonuniformity
of stage delay in psec
Fig 4.7 shows the measured delay from the input clock edge to the output of each
delay stage. The observed “odd-even” pattern is due to a nonideality in the layout
of the multiplexer in Fig 3.1. The inherent delay nonuniformity of the DLL can be
estimated by fitting and subtracting out an estimated odd-even pattern, shown in
Fig 4.7b. The remaining systematic error is ±60 psec pk-pk, within the range that
can be calibrated out by [5, 24,88].
4.3 Measured Results - Jitter
Fig 4.8 shows the measured clock jitter at each output. Due to the small cross
coupled inverter in pseudo differential delay stage and the additional unmodeled
jitter of the multiplexer, the individual stage jitter was inferred using (3.5) from
the differences in the (higher jitter) measured signals. Variance σ2 can be obtained
from the measured jitter σ, In ideal conditions, the variance should be linear. In
Fig 4.8, the slope of the curve is the variance of a single stage in delay line. The
jitter of single stage in the delay line can be obtained from taking the square root
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Figure 4.8: Jitter of the Clock under different Digital Control Code
of the variance. Fig 4.9 and Fig 4.10 show the jitter of 1st stage and 10th stage
respectively. From equation (3.5), the jitter of single delay stage is
σstage =
√√√√√1
9
2.97346ps2︸ ︷︷ ︸
σout10
− 2.95636ps2︸ ︷︷ ︸
σout1
 = 0.10614psrms (4.1)
in good agreement with the design target from Chapter 3. And the total jitter of
the delay line can also be obtained from equation (4.2):
σtotal =
√
10
9
(σ2out10 − σ2out1)
=
√
10
9
(2.97346ps2 − 2.95636ps2) = 0.33566psrms (4.2)
For each digital control code, we can calculate a “best-fit” expected jitter-vs-
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Figure 4.9: Measured jitter of 1st stage, σ=2.95636ps
Figure 4.10: Measured jitter of 10th stage, σ=2.97346ps
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delay characteristic based on the κ model derived in Section 2.3. These best-fit
characteristics are plotted as dashed lines in Fig 4.8.
4.4 Measured Results - κ
Table 4.1 shows the κ values from measured data. When the digital control code is
213−1(biggest number), 25 and 24, and the difference of propagation delay is around
0.5 ns, we choose these three points to calculate the κ. For lower values of the DAC
control code (longer tPD), the measured κ fit is within approximately 50% of the
predicted theoretical value. At higher values of the DAC code, corresponding to
shorter tPD, significant deviation is observed. The deviation due to the high jitter
floor of the available test instrumentation and the additional unmodeled multiplexer
jitter. In an integrated interleaved ADC system, these deviations from the model
would not be issues since jitter performance would be inferred more directly from
behavior of ENOB versus input signal frequency.
Table 4.1: Calculated and Measured κ (
√
sec).
Control measured Measured κ fit from Ipeak Calculated Measured
Code tPD jitter measured from κ from κ /
per stage per stage jitter simulation Ipeak Calculated
κ
213 − 1 0.06 ns 0.11ps 1.3E-8 8.16mA 1.81E-9 7.1
25 0.60 ns 1.47ps 5.7E-8 0.51mA 2.98E-8 1.9
24 1.18 ns 2.37ps 6.5E-8 0.39mA 5.68E-8 1.14
From Table 4.1, it can be seen that when the digital control code is small and the
jitter is big, the measured κ is within 50% error comparing to the calculated value,
but when the digital control code is big and the jitter is very small, there is a big
deviation from measured κ to the calculated value due to the small cross coupled
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inverter in each pseudo differential delay stage and the additional multiplexer. From
the jitter theory in [87], the smaller the κ is, the better the gate’s ability to resolve
time accurately, therefore the jitter is smaller. When the digital control code is
“213 − 1”, the jitter is very small and the measured jitter of single delay stage
is smaller than 0.2 ps. At these time resolution, the jitter of the cross coupled
inverters in pseudo differential delay stage cannot be neglected and it can lead to κ
to be bigger. When the digital control code is big, all PMOS devices are on in the
circuit, and the capacitance is very big, thus the slope of the clock edge is smaller.
Therefore jitter in vertical direction will also be measured by the oscilloscope, and
will also increase the value of κ. The jitter in the multiplexer cannot be neglected
either at this time.
The measured power consumption is 9.7 mW with the maximum Ipeak, whose
measured average value is 5.4 mA. From (2.12), using the calculated κ, the expected
power consumption is 5.1 mW for the pseudo-differential delay line. This is within
50% of the measured data, consistent with the order-of-magnitude jitter-power the-
ory in [87].
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Chapter 5
Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop
Chip Implementation
The main challenge of time interleaved ADC is maintaining acceptable effective-
number-of-bits (ENOB), which can be degraded by jitter in the sample clock. Al-
though several ADCs [20–22] published to date can achieve acceptable performance
with calibration of systematic clock phase mismatch [23], these work do not address
the challenge of providing a low jitter sample clock for interleaved ADCs. In Chap-
ter 3, an open loop delay line was explored, however an interleaved ADC needs a
Delay-Locked Loop to make interleaved clocks work. In this chapter, a low jitter
Delay-Locked Loop is proposed to investigate the jitter theory in [87].
The system block diagram of a self-calibrating interleaved ADC with proposed
DLL output sample clocks is shown in Fig 2.14. In this work, the high speed on-chip
sampling clock phases are developed using a Delay-Locked loop. This significantly
eases system-level requirements, since the input clock need only be a low cost, low
frequency (< fs/(Number of stage)MHz), low jitter source. Jitter accumulation in
the DLL delay string is minimal, unlike the integration over time of jitter in a phase-
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locked loop (PLL) voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). Therefore delay stages with
moderate power dissipation can be used for clock generation. Since the DLL phases
are used individually as the ADC sample clocks, there is no need for techniques
(such as edge combiners [91]) to synthesize the higher sample clock frequency fs. In
order to achieve 3 GS/s to 3.6 GS/s speed for RF ADC application, there are 30
stages in DLL’s delay line due to 180nm CMOS speed limitation, the propagation
delay of each delay stage is about 200 ps to 300 ps if we want to achieve the target
IPEAK . Each ADC connects to one of thirty DLL output clocks to sample the input
analog signal. The speed of this interleaved ADC will be 30× faster than each single
ADC.
In this chapter, a Delay-Locked Loop is presented with low jitter delay line based
on low jitter theory and is used to generate a high frequency, ultra low jitter in-
terleaved sample clock phases from a low-cost, low frequency reference source. The
DLL can work from 80MHz to 120MHz with design target of 0.1 psrms jitter. Be-
cause there are 30 delay stages in the delay line, the time interleaved ADC sampling
frequency can be 2.4 GHz to 3.6 GHz range which is suitable for the application in
Fig 1.1.
5.1 System Overview of Low Jitter Delay-Locked
Loop
Figure 5.1 shows the system diagram of the proposed low jitter Delay-Locked Loop.
The reference clock and 30th DLL output (last output) are connected to the Bang-
Bang phase detector. The output of Bang-Bang phase detector is either ‘1” or
“0”. According to the output of Bang-Bang phase detector, the coarse control block
will change the coarse control code of the low jitter delay line, changing the time
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Figure 5.1: Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop System Diagram
delay. After jumping into the fine control mode, the probability computing block
will determine if the fine control code should continue to change or stop to change.
After fine control control block stops changing, the Delay-Locked Loop is considered
fully locked.
Fig 5.2 shows the jitter source of a traditional Delay-Locked Loop. It can be
seen that there are four main sources of jitter in a traditional DLL: (1) the reference
clock, (2) phase detector (PD), (3) charge pump (CP), and (4) the delay cells [92].
The first jitter source is from the reference clock. This jitter is not generated in the
DLL, it is generated by the external clock source. Since the random jitter between
each stage of delay cell is uncorrelated, the reference clock jitter will directly pass
to the output of the DLL. The second jitter source is from the phase detector of
the Delay-Locked Loop. According to [92], the bigger value of stage number, X, in
delay line has bigger value of jitter in the DLL, and this jitter depends on the total
number of stage, N, in delay line, but the last stage output of the delay line will
not change and it does not depend on the total number of stage N. The third jitter
source is due to the charge pump of the Delay-Locked Loop. According to [92], the
jitter at the Xth stage of Delay Line due to the charge pump is even bigger than
the jitter due to the Voltage Controlled Delay Line. The fourth jitter source is from
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Table 5.1: Pin Description of Proposed Delay-Locked Loop
Pin Name Input Analog Pin Description
/Output /Digital
DL VDD Input Analog Power Supply for
Delay Line, 1.8v
DL VSS Input Analog Power Supply for
Delay Line, 0v
DB VDD Input Analog Power Supply for Delay
Line Output Buffer, 1.8v
DB VSS Input Analog Power Supply for Delay
Line Output Buffer, 0v
CAP CTRL Input Analog Control Voltage for
Varactor in Delay Line
AIN1 Input Analog Sinusoidal Input waveform
for differential S/H circuit
AIN2 Input Analog Sinusoidal Input waveform
for differential S/H circuit
DUMMY VDD Input Analog Power Supply Dummy
Circuits, 1.8v
DUMMY VSS Input Analog Power Supply Dummy
Circuits, 0v
ANALOGOUT Output Analog Output of Source Follower
ANALOGOUT BAR Output Analog Output of Source Follower
REF CLK Input Digital Reference Clock for DLL
SLOW CLK Input Digital Clock for Digital Circuit
Input Shift Register
RESET Input Digital Reset Signal for Digital Circuit
SHIFTSERIDATA Input Digital Digital Shift Register
Serial Input Data
MUXSERIDATA Input Digital Shift Register Serial Input
Data for Analog Multiplexer
DVDD Input Digital Power Supply for Digital Circuit, 1.8v
VSS Input Digital Power Supply for Digital Circuit, 0v
SHIFTWE Input Digital Shift Register Write Enable
SHIFTRST Input Digital Shift Register Reset
MUXWE Input Digital Analog Mux Input Data Shift
Register Write Enable
MUXRST Input Digital Analog Mux Input Data
Shift Register Reset
HANDENABLE Input Digital Automatic Manual Mode Switch
DIGITAL OUT Output Digital Digital Clock of Delay Line
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Figure 5.2: Jitter Source of Traditional Delay-Locked Loop [92]
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delay cell in the voltage controlled delay line (VCDL), and from [92], the charge
pump current and capacitance in the loop filter will affect the jitter at the output
of VCDL.
The design of digital Delay-Locked Loop is necessary, because there is no re-
quirement for a charge pump, the output of DLL will not be affected by this big
jitter source. The phase detector and voltage controlled delay line also need to be
designed carefully to fulfill the low jitter requirement.
5.2 Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop Implementa-
tion
Although there are many analog and digital DLLs presented in previous work, [93–
104], they have not addressed the random jitter problem and they cannot achieve
very low random jitter, and therefore they are not suitable for the time interleaved
ADC applications. All these previous works can only achieve several pico-second
jitter performance. This order-of-magnitude jitter can degrade the ENOB of the
ADC dramatically. Fig 5.3 shows the FFT of an ADC with a 3.6GHz ADC sampling
clock with and without 0.1 psrms jitter, it can be seen that the jitter of ADC
sampling clock degrades the SNR of the ADC. Fig 5.4 shows the ENOB of the ADC
for different levels of jitter when the input signal change from 10MHz to 1.8GHz.
The sampling clock frequency is 3.6GHz. It can be seen that if the 30th stage output
of DLL has 0.1 psrms jitter, the ENOB will degrade from 12 to 11.2 when the input
signal frequency increases to the Nyquist rate, if the 30th stage output of DLL has
0.5 psrms, the ENOB of ADC will degrade from 12 to 9 when the input signal
frequency approaches the Nyquist rate. The several pico-second jitter performance
will destroy the ENOB of ADC.
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Figure 5.3: FFT of ADC output with/without 0.1 psrms jitter
Figure 5.4: ENOB vs Input Signal Frequency, fs = 3.6GHz
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5.2.1 Ultra Low System Time Offset Bang-Bang phase de-
tector
Although the DLL is a good candidate for the low-jitter clock application, its jit-
ter performance still cannot fulfill the requirement of current high-precision signal
processing circuits. To solve the random jitter problem in the clock phases, a low
jitter design technique has been derived [87] and used in the DLL [26] to realize the
low-cost, low-complexity generation of a sub-picosecond-jitter sample clock suitable
for time interleaved ADCs. However, few works published to date address issues
related to the time offset (deterministic jitter) which is caused by the all-digital
DLL’s Bang-Bang phase detector.
Figure 5.5: Output of Bang-Bang Phase Detector in different cases
Fig 5.5 shows how the BBPD works when the reference clock leads or lags the
feedback clock. When the reference clock phase leads the feedback clock, at the
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rising edge of the reference clock, the value of the feedback clock is logic “1”, so the
output of BBPD is “1”. When the reference lock phase lags the feedback clock, at
the rising edge of the reference clock, the value of the feedback clock is logic “0”,
the output of BBPD will be “0”.
The easiest way to design a BBPD for an all digital DLL is a D Flip-Flop
based BBPD [25]. Because the digital DLL only needs the digital logic “1” or
“0” to determine the phase difference, D Flip-Flop can provide enough information
to the digital circuit when the reference clock and the delay-line feedback clock
connect to the clock input pin and data input pin respectively. In this way digital
circuit can determine if the delay-line feedback clock is either leading or lagging
the reference clock. However, the setup time and hold time of the D Flip-Flip is
the main limitation for digital DLL low-jitter clock generation circuits. Setup time,
which is around 10ps in 180nm CMOS process, can be a big problem for the low jitter
clock generation circuits. The reference clock and delay-line feedback clock have a
10ps time offset, which can be a 10ps deterministic jitter for the clock phases. The
systematic offset in the DLL phase delays can lead to spurs in the FFT degrading
SNR. According to (1.2), the SNR impact of a sample clock jitter σJ with a full-scale
sinusoidal input at frequency fSIG. When these clock phases are provided to Time-
Interleaved ADC, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) performance can be degraded
dramatically, which can affect ADC’s Effective Number of Bits (ENOB), ENOB is
determined from the SNR by equation (1.1).
In order to eliminate this systematic time offset, some phase frequency detectors
are proposed [89]. Two D Flip-Flops are used to detect the clock phases. Although
the output of the two DFFs are digital signal, they need to connect a charge pump
to cancel the time offset in analog domain. However, this method is only suitable
for the analog DLL. A Phase Detector design which is suitable for ultra low jitter
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Figure 5.6: System Block Diagram for BBPD application.
all digital DLLs is more attractive and valuable.
Figure 5.6 shows the system block diagram for the BBPD application in an all
digital DLL. The two inputs of BBPD connect to the reference clock and the delay
line final output. The output of BBPD can provide the phase information about
the reference clock and delay line feedback clock. From this phase information, the
digital control block can determine that if the reference clock is leading or lagging
the the delay line feedback clock. According to the digital logic from BBPD output,
digital control block can tune the delay of the digital VCDL. This feedback drives
the phase difference between the delay line and reference clocks closer. When the
digital system detects that the two BBPD input clock phase are close enough, the
digital system will stop changing the digital control code for the delay line. The
detail of the method to determine if the difference between two BBPD input clocks
is negligible will be discussed in Section 5.2.2.
Fig. 5.7 shows the schematic of the proposed low offset Bang-Bang phase detec-
tor. The DFF cannot be used for collecting two input clock signal in the ultra low
time offset BBPD because the D Flip-Flop (DFF) has the setup time and hold time,
which can be a huge offset value for the low jitter clock generation circuit design.
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In the proposed BBPD, an SR latch is used for the phase detector input. The SR
latch is symmetric under ideal conditions, therefore the output of SR latch Q and
Q in Fig 5.7 can provide clock phase information between the two inputs precisely.
Fig 5.8 shows the timing diagram of the proposed BBPD, the initial two outputs of
BBPD are set to be “1”. If reference clock phase leads the feedback clock, the SR
latch output Q and Q will be “0” and “1” respectively. When SR Latch inputs are
both “1”, an AND gate output A will be “1” too. In order to collect the Q and Q
information safely, a delay cell is used to make sure that voltages of Q and Q are
stable at the rising edge of delayed signal B. Two DFFs are used to record the SR
latch ouput information. The delayed signal B connects to both Clock pin of the
DFFs. The delay cell should provide enough delay which can make sure that DFFs
can record correct data at the output. The minimum value of this delay is given by
equation (5.1)
Tdelay > TSR + TSETUP − TAND (5.1)
Where TSR is the propagation delay of SR Latch, TSETUP is the DFF’s setup time
and TAND is the AND gate’s propagation delay. The two outputs of proposed phase
detector can provide either leading or lagging information to the digital control block
when the delay of delay cell is long enough.
Fig. 5.9 shows the traditional NAND gate, two PMOSs are connected in parallel
and two NMOSs are connected in series. The problem of this NAND is the asym-
metry on the two inputs IN1 and IN2. The NMOSs are connected in series, which
means the propagation delay for IN1 and IN2 are different on the NMOS side. For
example, if IN1 is “1” and IN2 changes from “0” to “1”, the discharge current needs
to go through N1, which can delay the changing of output. If IN2 is “1” and IN1
changes from “0” to “1”, because voltage at point A is already 0 volts, the NAND
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Figure 5.7: Proposed Ultra Low Offset BBPD
Figure 5.8: Timing Diagram of Proposed BBPD
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gate discharges faster and the propagation delay is smaller. This asymmetry on the
two inputs can lead to approximately 0.1 ps time offset in 180 nm CMOS process,
this time offset is already comparable to the target jitter performance in ultra low
jitter clock generation circuits, so this traditional NAND gate is not suitable for the
low jitter application in proposed BBPD.
Figure 5.9: Schematic of traditional NAND Gate
Fig. 5.10 shows the symmetric NAND gate which can provide two inputs IN1
and IN2 the same input to output propagation delay. In this symmetric NAND
gate, the number of transistors is doubled. Input signal IN1 controls N1 and N4,
IN2 controls N2 and N3, which are fully symmetric. Since there is no asymmetric
problem in the new NAND gate, the discharging time of IN1 going high or IN2 going
high are the same. This method can decrease the time offset between two inputs to
zero in ideal conditions.
Another consideration for this SR latch based BBPD is the layout parasitic
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Figure 5.10: Schematic of Porposed Symmetric NAND Gate
mismatch between point Q and Q in Fig 5.7. The typical capacitive load at Q in
180nm CMOS is about 0.1fF. If there is capacitive load mismatch in the layout, that
can cause mismatch in the propagation delay, which can be a problem for the low
jitter application. Table 5.2 shows the simulation results when point Q keeps the
typical capacitive value and point Q has a capacitive mismatch within 50% . From
Table 5.2, capacitive mismatch must be smaller than 20% to achieve the 0.1 psrms
jitter performance. This layout mismatch problem can be avoided by proper analog
layout techniques.
Fig. 5.11 shows the Monte Carlo simulation of proposed BBPD time offset,
the standard deviation of the time offset is 0.3 ps. Comparing to traditional DFF
based BBPD whose time offset is dominated by DFF setup/hold time, the proposed
BBPD time offset does not have this problem. Its time offset mean value is zero.
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Table 5.2: Time Offset Due To Capacitive Load Mismatch at SR Latch Output
Cap Value at Q (fF) Cap Value at Q (fF) Time Offset (ps)
0.1 0.05 0.271
0.1 0.06 0.217
0.1 0.07 0.163
0.1 0.08 0.108
0.1 0.09 0.054
0.1 0.1 0
0.1 0.11 -0.054
0.1 0.12 -0.108
0.1 0.13 -0.162
0.1 0.14 -0.215
0.1 0.15 -0.269
This ultra low time offset can help interleaved ADC decrease lookup table size in the
digital correction block, and save ADC chip area, power consumption and design
complexity.
Figure 5.11: Monte Carlo Simulation for Proposed Bang-Bang Phase Detector
Fig. 5.12 shows simulated results for the proposed BBPD when the reference
clock leads the feedback clock 0.1 ps. In this case the voltage at Q point is “0” at
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Figure 5.12: Simulation Result When Reference CLock Leads 0.1ps
Figure 5.13: Simulation Result When Reference Clock Lags 0.1ps
the rising edge of signal B, and Q is “1” at this time. Signal B connects to the clock
input pin of DFFs. The BBPD output pin REF LEAD will be set to be “1” in
this case, the digital control block will receive the reference leading information and
decrease the delay in delay line. Fig. 5.13 shows simulated results for the proposed
BBPD when reference clock lags the feedback clock 0.1 ps. In this case voltage at
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point Q is “1” at the rising edge of signal B, and Q is “0”. BBPD outout port
REF LAG will be set to be “1” and the digital control block can increase the delay
in delay line.
Simulations in Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13 shows that the proposed BBPD has better
than 0.1 ps phase difference detection resolution when the two NAND gates in SR
Latch are well matched. The digital control block in an all digital DLL needs digital
logic as the input to determine the phase lagging or leading, the proposed BBPD
has two outputs which can provide the leading or lagging information, and these
two logic signal is always diffenent after the rising edge of signal “B”. The proposed
BBPD has a phase difference detection resolution that is better than 0.1 ps. The
setup/hold time of the DFF is no longer a limit of the phase difference detection.
5.2.2 Probability
The application of the proposed low jitter Delay-Locked Loop is to solve the sub-
picosecond jitter problem, therefore the step resolution of the low jitter delay line
should be able to ensure that the distance from the lock position to reference clock
is smaller than the target jitter performance. If the final distance value in DLL lock
condition is bigger than the random jitter, the deterministic jitter will ruin the clock
jitter and the ENOB of the time interleaved ADC will degrade.
Due to the very small delay line step resolution, the rising edge of the reference
clock will be very close to the rising edge of delay line feedback clock when the Delay-
Locked loop is very close to the lock condition. Ideally, when the reference clock
perfectly matches the feedback clock, we consider that this is the lock condition and
the control circuit can stop changing the delay in the delay line. However, due to the
existence of the jitter in the feedback clock, the lock condition cannot be determined
from only one time detection. For example, it is possible that the feedback clock is
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Figure 5.14: Probability Problem in Bang-Bang Phase Detection with Random
Jitter Clock
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already perfectly matched with the reference, however, the phase detector output
shows that the feedback clock phase lags the reference clock phase due to the jitter.
Although the Bang-Bang phase detector output can be either 1 or 0, and because
the Gaussian Distribution with zero norm value is symmetric, the probability of
detecting 1 should approach 50 percent as we detect more times when the feedback
clock phase perfectly match the reference clock phase.
Rather than enforce exact equality between 0 and 1 at the Bang-Bang phase
detector output, a probabilistic lock condition for the probability of 1 at the DLL
output P{1} is defined to prevent “hunting” of the DLL loop and the associated
increased jitter. Assuming a Gaussian distribution, a range of “reasonable” prob-
ability can be determined each time the Fine Control block changes the control
code. The Fine Controller will collect a large number of samples of the BBPD out-
put to estimate Pˆ{1}. If Pˆ{1} falls in the acceptable region, then the fine control
block decides that the reference clock and output clock of last delay stage are effec-
tively locked. After each control code change, the fine control block will collect the
data from BBPD again and analyze the data to for next time the fine control code
changes.
A delay step resolution of proposed delay line of 0.2 ps is good enough, because
the target random jitter is 0.1 psrms. Fig. 5.15 shows results of a MATLAB simu-
lation of Pˆ{1} for a sample size of 64. The reference clock is chosen randomly, the
horizontal axis shows the steps of changing the control number, and the vertical axis
shows Pˆ{1} at the edge of last delay stage output. From Fig. 5.16 it shows that,
with 0.2ps step resolution, a range of 15% to 85% range can be defined so DLL will
be locked with 0.1 psrms jitter.
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Figure 5.15: Probability of detecting “1” with different value of jitter
Figure 5.16: With 0.2ps step resolution, 15% < p {1} < 85% can be considered as
the DLL lock condition
5.2.3 Digital System
Figure 5.17 shows the digital circuit system for the low jitter Delay-Locked loop.
In the digital system, the low offset Bang-Bang Phase Detector is designed using
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analog technique to alleviate the Bang-Bang Phase Detector two inputs’ offset, the
detailed design is discussed in Section 5.2.1. Table 5.3 shows the pin description of
the digital system. In Figure 5.17, the input reference clock and DLL feedback clock
connect to the Bang-Bang phase detector, which determines if the reference clock is
leading or lagging to the DLL feedback clock. Then the Bang-Bang phase detector
will provide “1” or “0” to the controller. The controller will receive the data from
Bang-Bang phase detector and decide when the digital system should jump from
the coarse control mode to the fine control mode. In the controller, there is also
a probability calculation block. This block will calculate the probability of “1” in
the total data that Bang-Bang phase detector sent to controller. This probability
value will be sent to state machine, which will decide if the digital system should
continue changing the delay line control code or stop. According to Section 5.2.2,
when the probability of “1” is between 15 percent and 85 percent, the digital circuit
will stop changing the delay and the system will assume that the reference clock is
matching the DLL feedback clock. Although the digital control code for the delay
line will stop changing, the probability block in the controller continues calculating
the probability and sending this data to the state machine. When the probability
of “1” is lower than 5 percent or higher than 95 percent, the digital system will
assume that the reference clock is not matching the DLL output clock anymore and
the digital system will go back to work changing the delay line control code.
There is an auto/manual block which is designed for the test purposes. The
auto mode is used for the DLL output to lock the reference clock automatically,
and this mode is the default mode. The manual mode is used for testing. This
chip is designed to demonstrate the jitter theory which is presented is Section 2.3,
therefore we need a way to manually control the delay line’s digital control code
and achieve the IPEAK on purpose. There is a shift register to receive the manual
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Table 5.3: Input/Output of Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop Digital System
Pin Name Input Pin Description
/Output
Ref CLK Input Reference Clock for DLL
Feedback CLK Input DLL feedback Clock
Shift CLK Input Clock for Digital Circuit Shift Register
Reset Input Reset Signal for Digital Circuit
Serial Data Input Digital Shift Register Serial Input Data
Mux Shift Data Input Shift Register Serial Input Data for Analog Multiplexer
Shift Write Enable Input Shift Register Write Enable
Shift Reset Input Shift Register Reset
Mux Write Enable Input Analog Mux Input Data Shift Register Write Enable
Mux Reset Input Analog Mux Input Data Shift Register Reset
Hand Enable Input Automatic/Manual Mode Switch
Coarse Control Code Output Control Code for Delay Line Corase Control
Fine Control Code Output Control Code for Delay Line Fine Contro
Mux Code Output Control Code for Analog Multiplexer
mode control code. The digital data is shifted into the chip in series because there
is limited number of bond pad. After the shift write enable signal is high, the data
will be shifted in.
There is also a mux shift register, which is used to received the mux control code.
This block is also designed for the test purposes. Due to the limited number of bond
pads and the need to measure the jitter of each delay line stage’s output, an analog
mux was designed, and this mux shift register is used to control the analog mux.
A decoder is necessary because the all digital code is shifted into the chip in
series and this data is binary number. For example, because the coarse control code
in delay line is a thermometer number, there is a binary number to thermometer
number decoder. The analog mux control code is one-hot number, there is a binary
number to one-hot number decoder.
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5.2.4 Low Jitter Voltage Controlled Delay Line
Figure 5.18 shows the schematic of the low jitter delay line in proposed Delay-
Locked Loop. The proposed delay line has two modes: coarse tune mode and fine
tune mode. In the coarse control mode switches, the size (W/L) of the NMOS
transistor is 2um/180nm. According to the jitter theory in Chapter 2.4, in order
to achieve the 0.1 psrms jitter target with 8.333 ns propagation delay (120MHz),
the peak current should be around 3 mA. However, this low jitter Delay-Locked
Loop can work from 80MHz to 120MHz, this Delay-Locked Loop can still achieve
very low jitter performance during the lower working frequencies. Therefore the
IPEAK should be able to be bigger than 3 mA. To explore the space of this test
chip, more transistors are used to exceed the design requirement. The designed
circuit in Figure 5.18 can achieve a maximum current of 5.2 mA. The coarse control
code uses thermometer code to ensure the monotonic change of the propagation
delay. There are 13 bits in the fine control switches, the minimum size (W/L) of the
NMOS transistor in fine control switch is 220nm/19.2um. The reason of designing
a such long transistor is to ensure the step resolution of the delay line is smaller
than 0.1ps, then the deterministic jitter can be alleviate. The digital code for fine
control switches is binary number.
Figure 5.19 shows the simulation result of the proposed low jitter Delay-Locked
Loop. The clock cycle of reference clock is 8.333 ns, which is 120MHz clock. The
30th stage output of the delay line is locked to the reference clock.
5.2.5 Test Circuit
Figure 5.20 shows the test circuit for low jitter delay line. To ensure that we can
measure the jitter of the delay line output successfully, two methods are realized on
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Figure 5.19: Simulation of Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop
this test chip. After each stage of the delay line there are two output buffers, one
buffer is used to drive the analog test circuit and the other is use to drive the digital
signal test circuit. In each delay stage, there are two current starved inverters,
however, in Figure 5.20 it can be seen that there are two buffers even this inverter
output is not going to be tested. The main reason of designing in this way, even
though only one output will be measured, is the matching consideration. At the
output of each inverter in the delay line, the output load should be the same, so
there is a dummy stage in the delay line as well as testing buffers on every stage.
On the upper half in Figure 5.20 is the analog signal test circuit. In order to
model the effect of clock jitter to ADC performance, the output buffer’s output will
connect to a differential sample and hold circuit. The buffer’s output serves as the
sample clock of the sample and hold circuit. This sample and hold circuit also has
two differential sinusoidal signal inputs. When the sample clock is high , the sample
and hold circuit will generate two hold voltages. These voltages will be chosen by
the analog multiplexer, and then connect to the input of the difference amplifier,
where we get the difference of these two voltages. The purpose of using a differential
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sample and hold circuit is to alleviate the noise from the power supply or circuit.
On the lower half in Figure 5.20 is the digital signal test circuit. Since an
oscilloscope is used to measure the clock directly in this method, we only need to
use a analog mux to choose the output of the buffers.
In the low jitter Delay-Locked Loop design, because the delay line output needs
to connect to the output buffer, analog multiplexer and ESD circuit, we cannot
measure just the jitter from the delay line. However, the input reference clock can
also be connected to an output buffer. In Figure 5.20 it can be seen that the input
clock can also be measure through the mux selection, thus the jitter from output
buffer, mux and ESD circuit can be measured directly, allowing the jitter of the
delay line to be calculated.
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Figure 5.20: Block Diagram of Delay Line Test Circuit
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Chapter 6
Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop
Testing and Analysis
6.1 Evaluation Board design and Layout
Fig 6.1 shows the PCB layout of the evaluation board. On the board, there are
several different low dropout voltage regulators (LDOs) for different power supplies.
For example, because we want to measure the power of the delay line, there is a
1.8v regulator for the low jitter delay line. There are also regulators for the crystal
oscillator and voltage controlled crystal oscillator for testing the chip. On the left
bottom corner in Figure 6.1, there is a GPIO connector which is used to receive the
FPGA control signal. For the corresponding FPGA code, please refer to Appendix
A.3. Fig 6.2 shows the photo of PCB which is used to evaluate proposed low jitter
Delay-Lock Loop test chip.
Fig 6.3 shows the schematic of the LDO. The sub-picosecond jitter performance
is very sensitive and could be destroyed by the noise from the power supply or the
noise from other circuits. The power supply of the proposed Delay-Locked Loop
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Figure 6.1: Layout of the Printed Circuit Board
Figure 6.2: Photo of the Printed Circuit Board
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of the Low Dropout Voltage Regulator
must be a very stable and quiet power supply on the printed circuit board. A Texas
Instrument’s LDO is used to provide the supply voltage for the chip. This schematic
is the recommended application circuit in the data sheet.
Because there is another project on this test chip, the FPGA should also provide
some signals to turn other circuits off and alleviate the crosstalk between the signals.
6.2 Measurement Result - Jitter
The proposed low jitter Delay-Locked Loop was fabricated in 0.18um CMOS pro-
cess, Fig 6.4 shows the layout view of the low jitter Delay-Locked Loop in Cadence
Virtuoso layout editor. The size of low jitter delay line and test circuit is 1250um
x 200um, and the size of digital logic is 400um x 200um. The die photo is shown in
Fig 6.5, size of the whole chip is 2mm x 2mm.
Figure 6.6 shows the measured jitter of low jitter Delay-Locked Loop input ref-
erence clock. The reference clock jitter is 4.36321 psrms. From Section 5.2.5, we
can know that this jitter is not just the input clock jitter, but the sum of jitter
from output buffer, analog multiplexer and ESD circuits. Figure 6.7 to Figure 6.9
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Figure 6.4: Chip Layout of Proposed DLL
Figure 6.5: Chip Micrograph of Proposed DLL
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Figure 6.6: Jitter of Input Reference Clock Source: 4.36321 psrms
show the low jitter Delay-Locked Loop 10th to 30th stage output jitter respectively.
Moreover, from the ”Hist mean” value from Figure 6.6 to Figure 6.9, it can be seen
that the propagation delay from input reference clock to 30th stage output clock
is 10ns, which proves that the DLL is working due to the 100MHz input clock in
during test. From equation (3.5), the jitter of single delay stage is :
σstage =
√√√√√ 1
30
4.40350ps2︸ ︷︷ ︸
σout30
− 4.36321ps2︸ ︷︷ ︸
σsource
 = 0.1085psrms (6.1)
Comparing to Section 4.3, the jitter performance of each delay stage is almost
the same, however, the propagation delay of each delay stage in the Delay-Locked
Loop is 5.5 times longer (333ps vs 60ps), which means the jitter performance has
improved 2.4 times. The main difference between the delay line in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 5 is delay line architecture. In Chapter 3, the delay line is designed in
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Figure 6.7: Jitter of Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop 10th Output: 4.37784 psrms
Figure 6.8: Jitter of Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop 20th Output: 4.38736 psrms
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Figure 6.9: Jitter of Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop 30th Output: 4.40350 psrms
pseudo-differential way, although this kind of architecture can decrease the delay
between each delay stage, there is a very small cross-coupled inverter between two
current starved inverters in each delay stage. According to the jitter theory in
Section 2.3 and 2.4, it is known that the peak current in this small inverter is very
low and this leads to jitter injection in the delay line.
6.3 Measured Results - Jitter vs Propagation De-
lay
According to the jitter theory in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the jitter of a inverter is:
σt = κ
√
Td (6.2)
where the κ is defined as:
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Figure 6.10: Measured Jitter When Propagation Delay Change, IPEAK=4.2mA
κ = 2
√
kT
IPEAKVDD
(6.3)
From equation (6.2) and equation (6.3), if the IPEAK is constant, when the
propagation delay increases, the jitter should increase. In the delay line design,
there is a varactor at the output of each delay stage. During the manual mode,
the output of the Delay-Locked Loop will not lock to the reference clock. We can
change the control voltage of the varactor to change the propagation delay of the
delay line and keep the IPEAK constant to observe this behavior.
Figure 6.10 shows the measured data when IPEAK is 4.2 mA. From the figure
it can be seen that the jitter increases when propagation delay increases. The red
line in the figure is the fitting curve of the measured data. From the slope of the
red fitting curve, we can get the κ, which is 2.53E-9
√
sec. We can also calculate κ
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using equation 6.3, and we get 2.12E-9
√
sec. Comparing the measured data to the
calculated data, the predicted theoretical value is 84% of measured data, which still
follows the jitter theory in Section 2.3 and 2.4.
6.4 Measured Results - Jitter vs IPEAK
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Figure 6.11: Measured Jitter when IPEAK change. tPD = 10ns
From the jitter theory in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, we know that jitter will decrease
when IPEAK increases, if the propagation delay is constant. During the manual
control mode, if the control code of the delay changed, the IPEAK and propagation
delay will change. However, there is a varactor at the output of each delay stage,
we can still control the varactor control voltage to change the delay and keep the
delay as 10 ns.
Figure 6.11 shows the measured data when propagation delay is 10ns. From the
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figure it can be seen that the jitter decreases when IPEAK increases. There are only
4 four points measured because the varactor can only change the propagation delay
a limited amount. The red line in the figure is the fitting curve of the measured
data. This curve also proves the jitter theory in [87] about the relationship between
IPEAK and jitter.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
A sub-picosecond jitter clock generation circuit which is suitable for time interleaved
ADC application was presented. There are two test chips designed and taped out
to demonstrate the low jitter theory of this low jitter clock generation circuit.
Chapter 1 described the motivation and application of the low jitter Delay-
Locked Loop, the Delay-Locked Loop can generate sample clocks for time interleaved
ADC for RF ADC application. Chapter 2 described the definition of jitter, how
is jitter generated in the circuit and the jitter theory which is the basis of the
designed circuit. According to the Chapter 1, time interleaved ADC requires low
jitter sample clock, in order to investigate the low jitter theory, Chapter 3 presented
the design details of the first test chip, where a low jitter delay line was designed
in 180nm CMOS. Chapter 4 showed the measured results of the first test chip; the
measured data followed the jitter theory and the measured result is within 50% of
the calculated data. According to the measured results of first chip, a ultra low
jitter DLL was designed in Chapter 5 to generate sample clocks for time interleaved
ADC. This chapter explains the design detail including the digital system, ultra low
offset Bang-Bang phase detector, the probability theory in DLL locking problem
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and the ultra low jitter delay line. This low jitter DLL was also taped out and
the measurement result is presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 6 demonstrated the
jitter theory not just through the low jitter value in delay line, but also the jitter vs
propagation delay and jitter vs IPEAK relationship.
7.1 Future Work
A low jitter Delay-Locked Loop with time interleaved ADC can be designed together
in the future. Although the measured jitter is small, the output clock of the delay
line still needs to deal with the power/ground bounce problem which is due to the big
inductance of bonding wire. If the low jitter Delay-Locked Loop can be integrated
with the time interleaved ADC, the output is digital code and the jitter can be
determined through the ENOB of the ADC.
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Appendix A
APPENDIX
A.1 Low Jitter Delay Line chip evaluation FPGA
code
The following code is realized on Altera DE1 FPGA board.
module board1 ( c lk , r e s e t , s t a r t , d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 , d7 , d8 , d9 ,
d10 , d11 , d12 , d13 , d14 , d15 , d16 , d0 , av a i l a b l e , f i n i s h ,
s e r i a l i n , s h i f t c l k , s h i f t e n a b l e , s h i f t r e s e t , sh i f tA ,
VINP,OEBAR1,VINN, shiftABAR , Latch ,RVDD,RVSS,
IBIAS , IBIAS2 , IBIAS3 , IBIAS4 , BIAS1 ,RVSSB,RVDDB,
Latch2 , shiftBBAR , DIR2 ,OEBAR2,VINNB,VINPB, sh i f tB ,
OEBAR3, DIR3 , reset DIGI , clk DIGI , DIR1 ) ;
input wire c l k ;
input wire r e s e t ;
input wire s t a r t ;
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input wire d1 ;
input wire d2 ;
input wire d3 ;
input wire d4 ;
input wire d5 ;
input wire d6 ;
input wire d7 ;
input wire d8 ;
input wire d9 ;
input wire d10 ;
input wire d11 ;
input wire d12 ;
input wire d13 ;
input wire d14 ;
input wire d15 ;
input wire d16 ;
input wire d0 ;
output wire a v a i l a b l e ;
output wire f i n i s h ;
output wire s e r i a l i n ;
output wire s h i f t c l k ;
output wire s h i f t e n a b l e ;
output wire s h i f t r e s e t ;
output wire sh i f tA ;
output wire VINP;
output wire OEBAR1;
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output wire VINN;
output wire shiftABAR ;
output wire Latch ;
output wire RVDD;
output wire RVSS;
output wire IBIAS ;
output wire IBIAS2 ;
output wire IBIAS3 ;
output wire IBIAS4 ;
output wire BIAS1 ;
output wire RVSSB;
output wire RVDDB;
output wire Latch2 ;
output wire shiftBBAR ;
output wire DIR2 ;
output wire OEBAR2;
output wire VINNB;
output wire VINPB;
output wire sh i f tB ;
output wire OEBAR3;
output wire DIR3 ;
output wire reset DIGI ;
output wire clk DIGI ;
output wire DIR1 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 36 ;
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wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 1 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 2 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 37 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 38 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 8 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 9 ;
wire [ 4 : 0 ] SYNTHESIZED WIRE 10 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 11 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 12 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 13 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 14 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 15 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 16 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 17 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 18 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 19 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 20 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 21 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 22 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 23 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 24 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 25 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 26 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 27 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 28 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 29 ;
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wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 30 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 31 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 32 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 33 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 34 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 35 ;
a s s i g n s h i f t r e s e t = SYNTHESIZED WIRE 36 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 8 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 9 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 11 = 0 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 12 = 0 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 13 = 0 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 14 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 15 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 16 = 0 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 17 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 18 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 19 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 20 = 0 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 21 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 22 = 0 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 23 = 0 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 24 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 25 = 0 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 26 = 1 ;
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a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 27 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 28 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 29 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 30 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 31 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 32 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 33 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 34 = 1 ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 35 = 1 ;
wire [ 1 6 : 0 ] GDFX TEMP SIGNAL 0 ;
a s s i g n GDFX TEMP SIGNAL 0 = {d16 , d15 , d14 , d13 , d12 , d11 ,
d10 , d9 , d8 , d7 , d6 , d5 , d4 , d3 , d2 , d1 , d0 } ;
c o n t r o l l e r b2v in s t (
. c l k ( c l k ) ,
. r e s e t (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 36) ,
. s t a r t (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 1) ,
. count17 (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 2) ,
. a v a i l a b l e ( a v a i l a b l e ) ,
. s h i f t e n a b l e (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 38) ,
. f i n i s h ( f i n i s h ) ) ;
lpm counter0 b2v in s t1 (
. c l o ck (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 37) ,
. cnt en (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 38) ,
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. a s e t (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 36) ,
. cout (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 2) ,
. q (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 10 ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t10 (
. i ( c l k ) ,
. o ( s h i f t c l k ) ) ;
l pm df f 0 b2v ins t102 (
. c l o ck (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 37) ,
. data (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 38) ,
. q ( s h i f t e n a b l e ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v ins t104 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 8) ,
. o (BIAS1 ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v ins t107 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 9) ,
. o (DIR3 ) ) ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 37 = ˜ c lk ;
mux17 b2v in s t2 (
. d (GDFX TEMP SIGNAL 0) ,
. s e l e c t (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 10) ,
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. q ( s e r i a l i n ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t28 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 11) ,
. o (OEBAR2) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t29 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 12) ,
. o (VINNB) ) ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 36 = ˜ r e s e t ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t30 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 13) ,
. o (VINPB ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t31 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 14) ,
. o ( sh i f tB ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t32 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 15) ,
. o ( reset DIGI ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t33 (
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. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 16) ,
. o ( clk DIGI ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t35 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 17) ,
. o (RVSSB) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t36 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 18) ,
. o (RVDDB) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t37 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 19) ,
. o ( Latch2 ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t38 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 20) ,
. o (OEBAR3) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v ins t390 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 21) ,
. o (DIR2 ) ) ;
a s s i g n SYNTHESIZED WIRE 1 = ˜ s t a r t ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t40 (
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. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 22) ,
. o (OEBAR1) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t41 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 23) ,
. o (VINP ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t42 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 24) ,
. o ( sh i f tA ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t43 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 25) ,
. o (VINN ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t44 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 26) ,
. o ( shiftABAR ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t45 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 27) ,
. o ( Latch ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t46 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 28) ,
. o (RVDD) ) ;
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a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t47 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 29) ,
. o (RVSS ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t48 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 30) ,
. o ( IBIAS ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t49 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 31) ,
. o ( IBIAS2 ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t50 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 32) ,
. o ( IBIAS3 ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t51 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 33) ,
. o ( IBIAS4 ) ) ;
a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t56 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 34) ,
. o ( shiftBBAR ) ) ;
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a l t o u t b u f b2v in s t57 (
. i (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 35) ,
. o (DIR1 ) ) ;
endmodule
module lpm df f 0 ( c lock , data , q ) ;
/∗ s y n t h e s i s b lack box ∗/
input c l o ck ;
input [ 0 : 0 ] data ;
output [ 0 : 0 ] q ;
endmodule
module c o n t r o l l e r ( input c lk , r e s e t , s t a r t , count17 ,
output reg a v a i l a b l e , s h i f t e n a b l e , f i n i s h ) ;
loca lparam [ 1 : 0 ] S0 = 2 ’ b00 , S1 = 2 ’ b01 , S2 = 2 ’ b11 ;
reg [ 1 : 0 ] p s ta te , n s t a t e ;
always @( p s ta te , s t a r t , count17 , r e s e t )
begin : t r a n s i t i o n
n s t a t e = S0 ;
case ( p s t a t e )
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S0 : i f (˜ s t a r t ) n s t a t e = S0 ;
e l s e n s t a t e = S1 ;
S1 : i f (˜ count17 ) n s t a t e = S1 ;
e l s e n s t a t e = S2 ;
S2 : i f (˜ r e s e t ) n s t a t e = S2 ;
e l s e n s t a t e = S0 ;
d e f a u l t : n s t a t e = S0 ;
endcase
end
always @( p s ta te , s t a r t , count17 , r e s e t )
begin : Outputing
{ a v a i l a b l e , s h i f t e n a b l e , f i n i s h } = 3 ’ b000 ;
case ( p s t a t e )
S0 : { a v a i l a b l e , s h i f t e n a b l e , f i n i s h } = 3 ’ b100 ;
S1 : { a v a i l a b l e , s h i f t e n a b l e , f i n i s h } = 3 ’ b010 ;
S2 : { a v a i l a b l e , s h i f t e n a b l e , f i n i s h } = 3 ’ b001 ;
d e f a u l t :
{ a v a i l a b l e , s h i f t e n a b l e , f i n i s h } = 3 ’ b000 ;
endcase
end
always @( posedge c l k )
begin : s e q u e n t i a l
i f ( r e s e t ) p s t a t e <= S0 ;
e l s e p s t a t e <= n s t a t e ;
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end
endmodule
module lpm counter0 (
aset ,
c lock ,
cnt en ,
cout ,
q ) ;
input a s e t ;
input c l o ck ;
input cnt en ;
output cout ;
output [ 4 : 0 ] q ;
wire sub wire0 ;
wire [ 4 : 0 ] sub wire1 ;
wire cout = sub wire0 ;
wire [ 4 : 0 ] q = sub wire1 [ 4 : 0 ] ;
lpm counter LPM COUNTER component (
. c l o ck ( c l o ck ) ,
. a s e t ( a s e t ) ,
. cnt en ( cnt en ) ,
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. cout ( sub wire0 ) ,
. q ( sub wire1 ) ,
. a c l r (1 ’ b0 ) ,
. a load (1 ’ b0 ) ,
. c in (1 ’ b1 ) ,
. c l k e n (1 ’ b1 ) ,
. data ({5{1 ’ b0 }} ) ,
. eq ( ) ,
. s c l r (1 ’ b0 ) ,
. s l oad (1 ’ b0 ) ,
. s s e t (1 ’ b0 ) ,
. updown (1 ’ b1 ) ) ;
defparam
LPM COUNTER component . lpm avalue = ”17” ,
LPM COUNTER component . l pm d i r e c t i on = ”DOWN” ,
LPM COUNTER component . lpm port updown = ”PORT UNUSED” ,
LPM COUNTER component . lpm type = ”LPM COUNTER” ,
LPM COUNTER component . lpm width = 5 ;
endmodule
module lpm df f 0 ( c lock , data , q ) ;
input c l o ck ;
input [ 0 : 0 ] data ;
output [ 0 : 0 ] q ;
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l pm df f lpm instance ( . c l o ck ( c l o ck ) , . data ( data ) , . q ( q ) ) ;
defparam lpm instance .LPM WIDTH = 1 ;
endmodule
module mux17( s e l e c t , d , q ) ;
input [ 4 : 0 ] s e l e c t ;
input [ 1 6 : 0 ] d ;
output q ;
reg q ;
wire [ 4 : 0 ] s e l e c t ;
wire [ 1 6 : 0 ] d ;
always @( s e l e c t or d )
begin
case ( s e l e c t )
17 : q = 1 ’ b0 ;
16 : q = d [ 0 ] ;
15 : q = d [ 1 ] ;
14 : q = d [ 2 ] ;
13 : q = d [ 3 ] ;
12 : q = d [ 4 ] ;
11 : q = d [ 5 ] ;
10 : q = d [ 6 ] ;
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9 : q = d [ 7 ] ;
8 : q = d [ 8 ] ;
7 : q = d [ 9 ] ;
6 : q = d [ 1 0 ] ;
5 : q = d [ 1 1 ] ;
4 : q = d [ 1 2 ] ;
3 : q = d [ 1 3 ] ;
2 : q = d [ 1 4 ] ;
1 : q = d [ 1 5 ] ;
0 : q = d [ 1 6 ] ;
endcase
end
endmodule
A.2 Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop Digital Sys-
tem Verilog Code
// D i g i t a l System Ver i l og Code
module d i g i t a l s y s t e m (
REF CLK,
RESET,
Vlow ,
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dummyclk ,
dummyclkB ,
locksw ,
HandEnable ,
SLOWCLK,
MUXRST,
MUXWE,
MUXSERIDATA,
SHIFTRST,
SHIFTWE,
SHIFTSERIDATA,
REF LAG,
d i g i t a l o u t ,
handcoarse ,
handf ine ,
invmuxinputf ina l ,
muxinput f ina l
) ;
input wire REF CLK;
input wire RESET;
input wire Vlow ;
input wire dummyclk ;
input wire dummyclkB ;
input wire locksw ;
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input wire HandEnable ;
input wire SLOWCLK;
input wire MUXRST;
input wire MUXWE;
input wire MUXSERIDATA;
input wire SHIFTRST;
input wire SHIFTWE;
input wire SHIFTSERIDATA;
input wire REF LAG;
output wire [ 7 5 : 0 ] d i g i t a l o u t ;
output wire [ 5 : 0 ] handcoarse ;
output wire [ 1 2 : 0 ] handf ine ;
output wire [ 3 1 : 0 ] invmuxinput f ina l ;
output wire [ 3 1 : 0 ] muxinput f ina l ;
wire [ 6 2 : 0 ] coar seout ;
wire [ 1 : 0 ] cur r ent ;
wire edgeout ;
wire [ 1 2 : 0 ] f i n e o u t ;
wire [ 5 : 0 ] handcoarse ALTERA SYNTHESIZED ;
wire [ 1 2 : 0 ] handfine ALTERA SYNTHESIZED ;
wire [ 4 : 0 ] muxinput buf fer ;
wire [ 6 2 : 0 ] thermometer ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 0 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 1 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 2 ;
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wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 3 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 4 ;
wire SYNTHESIZED WIRE 5 ;
rstAND b2v in s t (
. ina (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 0) ,
. inb (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 1) ,
. r s t (RESET) ,
. outc ( edgeout ) ) ;
r i s i n g d e t e c t o r b2v in s t1 (
. r c l k (REF LAG) ,
. r s t (RESET) ,
. rd (Vlow ) ,
. rout (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 0 ) ) ;
bintothem b2v ins t10 (
. b i n c o a r s e i n (handcoarse ALTERA SYNTHESIZED ) ,
. thermometer ( thermometer ) ) ;
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decoder5to32 b2v ins t11 (
. muxinput ( muxinput buf fer ) ,
. invmuxinput f ina l ( invmuxinput f ina l ) ,
. muxinput f ina l ( muxinput f ina l ) ) ;
f a l l i n g d e t e c t o r b2v in s t2 (
. f c l k (REF LAG) ,
. r s t (RESET) ,
. fd (Vlow ) ,
. f out (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 1 ) ) ;
statemachine b2v in s t3 (
. c l k (REF CLK) ,
. r s t (RESET) ,
. edgeout ( edgeout ) ,
. MSBhigh85 (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 2) ,
. MSBlow15(SYNTHESIZED WIRE 3) ,
. MSBhigh95 (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 4) ,
. MSBlow5(SYNTHESIZED WIRE 5) ,
. locksw ( locksw ) ,
. cur r ent ( cur rent ) ) ;
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c o n t r o l l e r b2v in s t4 (
. c l k (REF CLK) ,
. dummyclk (dummyclk ) ,
. dummyclkB(dummyclkB ) ,
. r s t (RESET) ,
. edgeout ( edgeout ) ,
. CLK11(REF LAG) ,
. cur r ent ( cur rent ) ,
. MSBhigh85 (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 2) ,
. MSBlow15(SYNTHESIZED WIRE 3) ,
. MSBhigh95 (SYNTHESIZED WIRE 4) ,
. MSBlow5(SYNTHESIZED WIRE 5) ,
. coar s eout ( coar seout ) ,
. f i n e o u t ( f i n e o u t ) ) ;
outmux b2v in s t6 (
. HandEnable ( HandEnable ) ,
. coar s eout ( coar seout ) ,
. f i n e o u t ( f i n e o u t ) ,
. handf ine (handfine ALTERA SYNTHESIZED ) ,
. thermometer ( thermometer ) ,
. d i g i t a l o u t ( d i g i t a l o u t ) ) ;
handsh i f t b2v in s t7 (
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. c l k (SLOWCLK) ,
. r s t (SHIFTRST) ,
. we(SHIFTWE) ,
. s e r i d a t a (SHIFTSERIDATA) ,
. handcoarse (handcoarse ALTERA SYNTHESIZED ) ,
. handf ine (handfine ALTERA SYNTHESIZED ) ) ;
muxinputshi f t b2v in s t8 (
. c l k (SLOWCLK) ,
. r s t (MUXRST) ,
. we(MUXWE) ,
. s e r i d a t a (MUXSERIDATA) ,
. muxinput buf fer ( muxinput buf fer ) ) ;
a s s i g n handcoarse = handcoarse ALTERA SYNTHESIZED ;
a s s i g n handf ine = handfine ALTERA SYNTHESIZED ;
endmodule
// C o n t r o l l e r Ver i l og Code
module c o n t r o l l e r (
input c lk ,
110
input dummyclk ,
input dummyclkB ,
input r s t ,
input edgeout ,
input CLK11 ,
input [ 1 : 0 ] current ,
output reg [ 6 2 : 0 ] coarseout ,
output reg [ 1 2 : 0 ] f i neout ,
output reg MSBhigh85 ,
output reg MSBlow15 ,
output reg MSBhigh95 ,
output reg MSBlow5
) ;
reg [ 8 : 0 ] cnt1 ; // t o t a l number 9−b i t 0 − 511
reg [ 8 : 0 ] cnt2 ; // 1 ’ s number
reg f l a g ;
reg f i n e r e s e t ;
always@ ( posedge dummyclkB) begin
i f ( f l a g ) f i n e r e s e t <= 1 ’ b1 ;
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e l s e f i n e r e s e t <= 1 ’ b0 ;
end
always@ ( posedge dummyclk or posedge r s t ) begin
i f ( r s t ) begin
f l a g <= 1 ’ b0 ;
MSBhigh85 <= 1 ’ b1 ;
MSBlow15 <= 1 ’ b1 ;
MSBhigh95 <= 1 ’ b1 ;
MSBlow5 <= 1 ’ b1 ;
end
e l s e begin
i f (˜ f i n e r e s e t ) begin //when f i n e r e s e t = 0
i f ( cnt1 [ 8 : 0 ] == 9 ’ d511 ) begin
f l a g <= 1 ’ b1 ;
MSBhigh85 <= cnt2 [ 8 ] & cnt2 [ 7 ] & cnt2 [ 6 ] ;
MSBlow15 <= ˜( cnt2 [ 8 ] | cnt2 [ 7 ] | cnt2 [ 6 ] ) ;
MSBhigh95 <= cnt2 [ 8 ] & cnt2 [ 7 ] & cnt2 [ 6 ] & cnt2 [ 5 ] & cnt2 [ 4 ] ;
MSBlow5 <= ˜( cnt2 [ 8 ] | cnt2 [ 7 ] | cnt2 [ 6 ] | cnt2 [ 5 ] | cnt2 [ 4 ] ) ;
end
end
e l s e i f ( f i n e r e s e t ) begin
f l a g <= 1 ’ b0 ;
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end
end
end
// Pr obab i l i t y b lock
always@ ( posedge c l k or posedge r s t ) begin
i f ( r s t ) begin
cnt1 [ 8 : 0 ] <= 9 ’ d0 ;
cnt2 [ 8 : 0 ] <= 9 ’ d0 ;
end
e l s e i f ( (˜ edgeout ) & (˜ f l a g ) ) begin
i f ( cnt1 [ 8 : 0 ] < 9 ’ d511 ) begin
cnt1 [ 8 : 0 ] <= cnt1 [ 8 : 0 ] + 1 ’ b1 ;
cnt2 [ 8 : 0 ] <= cnt2 [ 8 : 0 ] + CLK11 ; // thus , must use c l k
end
end
e l s e i f ( ( cnt1 [8 :0 ]==9 ’ d511)&( f l a g ) ) begin
cnt1 [ 8 : 0 ] <= 9 ’ d0 ;
cnt2 [ 8 : 0 ] <= 9 ’ d0 ;
end
end
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// coa r s e & f i n e c o n t r o l
always@ ( posedge c l k or posedge r s t ) begin
// i n i t i a l va lue in mode
i f ( r s t ) begin
coar seout [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000
11 1111111111 1111111111 1111111111 ;
f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] <= 13 ’ b1000 0000 0000 0 ;
end
e l s e begin
case ( cur rent )
2 ’ b00 : // m0, coa r s e
i f (CLK11) begin //CLK30 , f a s t e r , NMOS
coar seout [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= {1 ’b0 , coar seout [ 6 2 : 1 ] } ;
end
e l s e begin //CLK30 . s lower
coar seout [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= { coar seout [ 6 1 : 0 ] , 1 ’ b1 } ;
end
2 ’ b01 : // m1, f i n e
i f ( f l a g ) begin
i f (MSBhigh85 ) f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] <= f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] −
13 ’ b0 0000 0000 0001 ;// l a r g e r than 85%
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e l s e i f
(MSBlow15) f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] <= f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] +
13 ’ b0 0000 0000 0001 ; // l e s s than 15%
end
2 ’ b10 : begin // m2, locked
coar seout [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= coar seout [ 6 2 : 0 ] ;
f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] <= f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] ;
end
d e f a u l t : begin // j u s t f o r avo id ing l a t c h e s
coar seout [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= coar seout [ 6 2 : 0 ] ;
f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] <= f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] ;
end
endcase
end
end
endmodule
module statemachine (
input c lk ,
input r s t ,
input edgeout ,
input MSBhigh85 , MSBlow15 ,
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input MSBhigh95 , MSBlow5 ,
input locksw ,
output reg [ 1 : 0 ] cur r ent
) ;
‘ d e f i n e m0 2 ’ b00 // coa r s e mode
‘ d e f i n e m1 2 ’ b01 // f i n e mode
‘ d e f i n e m2 2 ’ b10 // locked mode
always@ ( posedge c l k or posedge r s t ) begin
i f ( r s t ) begin
cur r ent <= ‘m0;
end
e l s e begin
case ( cur rent )
‘m0: // coar s e
i f ( edgeout ) cur r ent <= ‘m0;
e l s e cur r ent <= ‘m1;
// edgeout = 0 , t r a n s f e r to f i n e mode
‘m1: // f i n e
i f ( locksw | (˜ ( MSBhigh85 | MSBlow15 ) ) ) cur r ent <= ‘m2;
// in 15% − 85%, t r a n s f e r to m2
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e l s e i f (MSBhigh81 | MSBlow19) cur r ent <= ‘m1;
// l a r g e r than 85% or l e s s than 15%, remain in m1
‘m2: // locked
i f ( ( MSBhigh95 | MSBlow5)&(˜ locksw ) ) cur rent <= ‘m1;
// l a r g e r than 95% or l e s s than 5%, back to m1 //
e l s e cur r ent <= ‘m2;
// in 5% − 95%, remain in m2
endcase
end
end
endmodule
module f a l l i n g d e t e c t o r (
input f c l k , r s t , fd ,
output reg fout
) ;
always@ ( negedge f c l k or posedge r s t )
begin
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i f ( r s t ) f out <= 1 ’ b1 ; // r s t , high−a c t i v e
e l s e f out <= fd ;
end
endmodule
module r i s i n g d e t e c t o r (
input rc lk , r s t , rd ,
output reg rout
) ;
always@ ( posedge r c l k or posedge r s t )
begin
i f ( r s t ) rout <= 1 ’ b1 ; // r s t , high−a c t i v e
e l s e rout <= rd ;
end
endmodule
module rstAND(
input ina , inb , r s t ,
output outc
) ;
a s s i g n outc = ( r s t )? (1 ’ b1 ) : ( ina & inb ) ;
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endmodule
module decoder5to32 (
input [ 4 : 0 ] muxinput ,
output reg [ 3 1 : 0 ] muxinputf inal ,
output [ 3 1 : 0 ] invmuxinput f ina l
) ;
a s s i g n invmuxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] = ˜ muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] ;
always@ (∗ )
begin
case ( muxinput [ 4 : 0 ] )
5 ’ b00000 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0000000001 ;
5 ’ b00001 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0000000010 ;
5 ’ b00010 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0000000100 ;
5 ’ b00011 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0000001000 ;
5 ’ b00100 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
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32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0000010000 ;
5 ’ b00101 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0000100000 ;
5 ’ b00110 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0001000000 ;
5 ’ b00111 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0010000000 ;
5 ’ b01000 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0100000000 ;
5 ’ b01001 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 1000000000 ;
5 ’ b01010 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000001 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b01011 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000010 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b01100 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000100 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b01101 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000001000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b01110 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000010000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b01111 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000100000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b10000 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0001000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b10001 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
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32 ’ b00 0000000000 0010000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b10010 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0100000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b10011 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 1000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b10100 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000001 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b10101 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000010 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b10110 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000100 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b10111 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000001000 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b11000 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000010000 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b11001 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000100000 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b11010 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0001000000 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b11011 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0010000000 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b11100 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0100000000 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b11101 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 1000000000 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b11110 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
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32 ’ b01 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 ;
5 ’ b11111 : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b10 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 ;
d e f a u l t : muxinput f ina l [ 3 1 : 0 ] =
32 ’ b00 0000000000 0000000000 0000000001 ;
endcase
end
endmodule
module bintothem (
b in coa r s e i n ,
thermometer
) ;
input [ 5 : 0 ] b i n c o a r s e i n ;
output reg [ 6 2 : 0 ] thermometer ;
always@ (∗ ) begin
case ( b i n c o a r s e i n [ 5 : 0 ] )
6 ’ b000001 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000001 ;
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6 ’ b000010 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000011 ;
6 ’ b000011 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000111 ;
6 ’ b000100 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00001111 ;
6 ’ b000101 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00011111 ;
6 ’ b000110 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00111111 ;
6 ’ b000111 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 01111111 ;
6 ’ b001000 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 11111111 ;
6 ’ b001001 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000001 11111111 ;
6 ’ b001010 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000011 11111111 ;
6 ’ b001011 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b001100 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00001111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b001101 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00011111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b001110 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
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00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b001111 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 01111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b010000 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b010001 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000001 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b010010 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000011 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b010011 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b010100 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00001111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b010101 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00011111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b010110 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b010111 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 01111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b011000 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b011001 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000001 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b011010 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
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00000000 00000000 00000011 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b011011 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b011100 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00001111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b011101 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00011111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b011110 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b011111 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 01111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b100000 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
// 33 − 40
6 ’ b100001 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000001 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b100010 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000011 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b100011 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b100100 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00001111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b100101 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00011111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b100110 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
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00000000 00111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b100111 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 01111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b101000 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
//41 − 48
6 ’ b101001 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000001 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b101010 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000011 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b101011 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b101100 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00001111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b101101 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00011111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b101110 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b101111 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
01111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b110000 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
//49 − 56
6 ’ b110001 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000001
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b110010 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000011
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11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b110011 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b110100 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00001111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b110101 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00011111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b110110 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b110111 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 01111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b111000 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 11111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
//57−63
6 ’ b111001 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000001 11111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b111010 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000011 11111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b111011 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000111 11111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b111100 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0001111 11111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b111101 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0011111 11111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
6 ’ b111110 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0111111 11111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
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6 ’ b111111 : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b1111111 11111111
11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 ;
d e f a u l t : thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] <= 63 ’ b0000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 ;
endcase
end
endmodule
module handsh i f t (
input c lk ,
input r s t ,
input we ,
input s e r ida ta ,
output [ 5 : 0 ] handcoarse ,
output [ 1 2 : 0 ] handf ine
) ;
reg [ 1 8 : 0 ] temp buf fe r ;
reg [ 1 8 : 0 ] temp ;
reg [ 4 : 0 ] cnt ;
a s s i g n handcoarse [ 5 : 0 ] = temp buf fe r [ 1 8 : 1 3 ] ;
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a s s i g n handf ine [ 1 2 : 0 ] = temp buf fe r [ 1 2 : 0 ] ;
always@ ( posedge c l k ) begin // synchronous
i f ( r s t ) begin
temp [ 1 8 : 0 ] <= 19 ’ d0 ;
end
e l s e i f (we) begin
i f ( cnt [ 4 : 0 ] <= 5 ’ d18 ) begin
temp [ 1 8 : 0 ] <= {temp [ 1 7 : 0 ] , s e r i d a t a } ;
end
end
end
always@ ( posedge c l k ) begin // synchronous
i f ( r s t ) begin
cnt [ 4 : 0 ] <= 5 ’ d0 ;
end
e l s e i f ( (we) && ( cnt [ 4 : 0 ] < 5 ’ d20 ) ) begin
cnt [ 4 : 0 ] <= cnt [ 4 : 0 ] + 1 ’ b1 ;
end
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end
always@ ( posedge c l k ) begin
i f ( r s t ) begin
temp buf fe r [ 1 8 : 0 ] <= 19 ’ d0 ;
end
e l s e i f ( cnt [ 4 : 0 ] == 5 ’ d19 ) begin
temp buf fe r [ 1 8 : 0 ] <= temp [ 1 8 : 0 ] ;
end
end
endmodule
module muxinputsh i f t (
input c lk ,
input r s t ,
input we ,
input s e r ida ta ,
output reg [ 4 : 0 ] muxinput buf fer
) ;
reg [ 2 : 0 ] cnt ;
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reg [ 4 : 0 ] temp ;
always@ ( posedge c l k ) begin // synchronous
i f ( r s t ) begin
temp [ 4 : 0 ] <= 5 ’ d0 ;
end
e l s e i f (we) begin
i f ( cnt [ 2 : 0 ] <= 3 ’ d4 ) begin
temp [ 4 : 0 ] <= {temp [ 3 : 0 ] , s e r i d a t a } ;
end
end
end
always@ ( posedge c l k ) begin // synchronous
i f ( r s t ) begin
cnt [ 2 : 0 ] <= 3 ’ d0 ;
end
e l s e i f ( (we) && ( cnt < 3 ’ d6 ) ) begin
cnt [ 2 : 0 ] <= cnt [ 2 : 0 ] + 1 ’ b1 ;
end
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end
// b u f f e r once
always@ ( posedge c l k ) begin
i f ( r s t ) begin
muxinput buf fer [ 4 : 0 ] <= 5 ’ d0 ;
end
e l s e i f ( cnt == 3 ’ d5 ) begin
muxinput buf fer [ 4 : 0 ] <= temp [ 4 : 0 ] ;
end
end
endmodule
module outmux (
input HandEnable ,
input [ 6 2 : 0 ] coarseout ,
input [ 1 2 : 0 ] f i neout ,
input [ 6 2 : 0 ] thermometer ,
input [ 1 2 : 0 ] handf ine ,
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output [ 7 5 : 0 ] d i g i t a l o u t
) ;
a s s i g n d i g i t a l o u t [ 7 5 : 0 ] = ( HandEnable )?{ thermometer [ 6 2 : 0 ] ,
handf ine [ 1 2 : 0 ] } : { coar seout [ 6 2 : 0 ] , f i n e o u t [ 1 2 : 0 ] } ;
endmodule
A.3 Low Jitter Delay-Locked Loop chip evalua-
tion FPGA code
The following code is realized on Altrea DE2-115 FPGA board.
// Build FPGA SEND & RECEIVE
// From FPGA to Chip
// SLOWCLK −> GPIO[ 3 ] , c l o ck d i v i d e r r e s e t c o n t r o l −> SW[ 4 ]
module JP TEST(
input CLOCK3 50 , // used as the o r i g i n a l c l o ck
input [ 1 7 : 0 ] SW,
output reg SLOWCLK,
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output reg SHIFTRST, SHIFTWE, SHIFTSERIDATA,
output reg MUXRST, MUXWE, MUXSERIDATA,
output Reset , // JP
output HandEnable ,
output locksw ,
output RESET SL // SL
) ;
// (0 )
// =============
// −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
// Reset −> GPIO[ 5 ] , SW[ 0 ]
// HandEnable −> GPIO[ 2 1 ] , SW[ 1 ]
// locksw −> GPIO[ 1 9 ] , SW[ 2 ]
// RESET SL −> GPIO[ 2 3 ] , SW[ 3 ]
a s s i g n Reset = SW[ 0 ] ;
a s s i g n HandEnable = SW[ 1 ] ;
a s s i g n locksw = SW[ 2 ] ;
a s s i g n RESET SL = SW[ 3 ] ;
// SHIFTRST −> GPIO[ 1 3 ] , SW[ 5 ]
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// SHIFTWE −> GPIO[ 1 1 ] , SW[ 6 ]
always@ (SW[ 5 ] ) begin
SHIFTRST = SW[ 5 ] ;
end
always@ (SW[ 6 ] ) begin
SHIFTWE = SW[ 6 ] ;
end
// MUXRST −> GPIO[ 1 7 ] , SW[ 7 ]
// MUXWE −> GPIO[ 1 5 ] , SW[ 8 ]
always@ (SW[ 7 ] ) begin
MUXRST = SW[ 7 ] ;
end
always@ (SW[ 8 ] ) begin
MUXWE = SW[ 8 ] ;
end
// =============================
// From FPGA to Chip
//(1)
// Build Slow input c l o ck
// −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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reg [ 2 5 : 0 ] cnt SLOWCLK ;
// SLOWCLK −> GPIO[ 3 ] , c l o ck d i v i d e r r e s e t c o n t r o l −> SW[ 4 ]
always@ ( posedge CLOCK3 50) begin
i f ( !SW[ 4 ] ) begin
cnt SLOWCLK <= 26 ’ d0 ;
SLOWCLK <= 1 ’ d0 ;
end
e l s e begin
i f (cnt SLOWCLK == 26 ’ d25000000 ) begin
cnt SLOWCLK <= 26 ’ d0 ;
SLOWCLK <= ˜SLOWCLK;
end
e l s e begin
cnt SLOWCLK <= cnt SLOWCLK + 1 ’ b1 ;
end
end
end
// (2 )
// HAND S h i f t
// −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
reg [ 5 : 0 ] cnt HAND DATA;
reg [ 1 8 : 0 ] HAND DATA;
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// SLOWCLK −> GPIO[ 3 ] , c l o ck d i v i d e r r e s e t c o n t r o l −> SW[ 4 ]
always@ ( posedge SLOWCLK) begin
// SHIFTRST −> GPIO[ 1 3 ] , SW[ 5 ]
i f (SHIFTRST) begin
cnt HAND DATA <= 6 ’ d0 ;
end
// SHIFTWE −> GPIO[ 1 1 ] , SW[ 6 ]
e l s e begin
i f ( (SHIFTWE)&&(cnt HAND DATA < 6 ’ d20 ) ) begin
cnt HAND DATA <= cnt HAND DATA + 1 ’ b1 ;
end
end
end
always@ ( posedge SLOWCLK) begin
// SHIFTRST −> GPIO[ 1 3 ] , SW[ 5 ]
i f (SHIFTRST) begin
// SHIFTSERIDATA −> GPIO [ 7 ]
SHIFTSERIDATA <= 1 ’ b0 ;
HAND DATA <= 19 ’ b100000 1111111111111 ;
// Set S e r i a l Data
end
// SHIFTWE −> GPIO[ 1 1 ] , SW[ 6 ]
e l s e i f ( (SHIFTWE) && ( cnt HAND DATA >= 6 ’ d0 ) &&
( cnt HAND DATA <= 6 ’ d20 ) ) begin
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//SHIFTSERIDATA −> GPIO[ 7 ] ,
SHIFTSERIDATA <= HAND DATA[ 1 8 ] ;
HAND DATA[18:0]<={HAND DATA[ 1 7 : 0 ] ,HAND DATA[ 1 8 ] } ;
end
end
// (3 )
//MUX INPUT S h i f t
// −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
reg [ 5 : 0 ] cnt MUX DATA;
reg [ 4 : 0 ] MUX DATA;
reg [ 4 : 0 ] MUX DATA TEMP;
// SLOWCLK −> GPIO[ 3 ] , c l o ck d i v i d e r r e s e t c o n t r o l −> SW[ 4 ]
always@ ( posedge SLOWCLK) begin
// MUXRST −> GPIO[ 1 7 ] , SW[ 7 ]
i f (MUXRST) begin
cnt MUX DATA <= 6 ’ d0 ;
end
// MUXWE −> GPIO[ 1 5 ] , SW[ 8 ]
e l s e begin
i f ( (MUXWE) && (cnt MUX DATA < 6 ’ d6 ) ) begin
cnt MUX DATA <= cnt MUX DATA + 1 ’ b1 ;
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end
end
end
// Use Switches to input data
always@ ( posedge CLOCK3 50) begin
// SW[ 1 2 ] enable
i f (SW[ 1 2 ] ) begin
MUX DATA TEMP<={SW[ 1 7 ] ,SW[ 1 6 ] ,SW[ 1 5 ] ,SW[ 1 4 ] ,SW[ 1 3 ] } ;
end
end
// −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
always@ ( posedge SLOWCLK) begin
// MUXRST −> GPIO[ 1 7 ] , SW[ 7 ]
i f (MUXRST) begin
// MUXSERIDATA −> GPIO [ 9 ]
MUXSERIDATA <= 1 ’ b0 ;
MUX DATA <= MUX DATA TEMP;// Push data in
end
// MUXWE −> GPIO[ 1 5 ] , SW[ 8 ]
e l s e i f ( (MUXWE) && ( cnt MUX DATA >= 6 ’ d0 )
&& ( cnt MUX DATA <= 6 ’ d6 ) ) begin
//MUXSERIDATA −> GPIO[ 9 ] ,
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MUXSERIDATA <= MUX DATA[ 4 ] ;
MUX DATA[4:0]<={MUX DATA[ 3 : 0 ] ,MUX DATA[ 4 ] } ;
end
end
endmodule
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